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Förord

Den här rapporten beskriver RDF, The Resource Description Framework, en W3C-rekommendation
för metadata om web-resurser. Informations- och tjänsteutbudet på nätet ökar kraven på att kunna
beskriva struktur och innehåll, dels för att undelätta sökning, men även för att möjliggöra samverkan
och informationsutbyte mellan olika web-tillämpningar som producerar information och tjänster. ROF
är ett förslag till hur detta kan åstadkommas på ett standardiserat sätt, baserat på en tillämpning av
XML.

Rapporten är skriven av Dag Ekengren och är baserad på ett examensarbete knutet till projektet
Multimedia Broker på SITI-SISU. Inom projektet Multimedia Broker utvecklar man en platform för
databasdriven web-publicering, där en viktig del är att strukturera informationsprodukter som skall
kunna erbjudas i via nättjänster. Centralt blir här att hantera metadata för innehållet i sådana
produkter.

Den stora potentialen i ROF ligger i att den kan bli en de facto standard för att klassifiera och relatera
alla former av resurser på nätet. Det handlar här inte om att införa ett globalt klassificeringssystem för
hela Internet, utan snarare om hur olika klassificeringar kan relateras och göras tillgängliga.

Rapporten ger en beskrivning av RDF och exemplifierar med en tillämpning. Rapporten vänder sig till
utvecklare, infomationsmodellerare och den som vill få en insikt om ROF och metadata på nätet.

M. Ahlsen
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1. INTRODUCTION

Searching for infonnation on the World Wide Web often proves time-consuming and tedious.
Finding the infonnation you want is difficult to autornate. Search engines indices infonnation
based on occurrences of word in bulk text documents. This can be illustrated by the following
example:

!..-----.-.---------.-----.-.-.-.--.---.---.------------------···--1
EXClJ11{ie You want to fmd information on documents wittm by William Shakespeare and
type "William Shakespeare" into a selrch engine such as Lycos, Infoseek or Altavista. The
=rch engine retums a !arge number of references to documents containing the words
"William Shakespeare". Alta Vista reports more than 40 000 matches to a query on
"William Shakespeare". Most of the matches are irrelevant to our selrch as they refer to
documents ah::ut Shakespeare rather than by Shakespeare. The search engine may even
return a match on this document!

---,_.,------------------------------~
Clearlywe need some better Via)' to describe our information so that search engines Glt1 give

results with much better precision. The infonnation describing infonnation is referred to as
71"E3fatda.

The MultiJ-rRii:l Brokr developed at SITI1 is a software architecture that would benefit from
Metadata and is used as a case study in this rerx:>rt.Mu./.tim8;li;JBrokr is an ED funded research
project that aims to integrate a number of multimedia techniques into an infrastructure, which
will support publishers with new means of producing, structuring, disseminating and selling
content and infonnation products [MMBROK). The system provides products and services to
end users on the Internet by combining components stored in a database in real-time. The
services and products can be adapted to individual users based on their user proftles and
individual preferences. The proftles are bullt up from the histoIYof actions requested by the user.
The preferences are specific requirements provided by the user.

We have now realized the need of metadata and introduced a particular piece of software
that would benefit from a metadata implementation. We haven't yet discussed what metadata is.
The Macquarie DictionaJY defmes the prefix Meta as meaning "among", "together with", "after"
or "behind". This suggests that metadata is data that comes together with other data to describe
that data's use or interpretation. The metadata is a "fellowtraveler2" of our data.

Metacb.ta is often described as "data about data". A goad example of metadata is the card
systern used in public libraries. The cards contain ckrriptiorrs about the books in the library. In this
case the books are our data and the cards are "data about our data".

The descriptions on eveIY card follow a certain s::J:e.m. The schema telis us 'What type of
information we can expect to fmd on each card, i.e. the schema provides the criteria with which
the books in our library are described. A goad schema for libraries should probably contain
elements like Titk, C1W1u'andPulii9:x!r.

The cards are metadata to the books and the schema is metadata to the cards. This suggests
that the distinction betvveen data and metadata is not always clear, rather it depends on the

1 SITI - The Swedish Institute for Information TecJmology_hup:! /www.siti.se

2 sp.anik in Russian.
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application. What is ronsidered to be metadata in one application may be considered data in
another.

One problem today is the great variety of standards and classifications for describing re:aua:s.
Resources can be documents, images, sounds, basically any kind of data. There has been some
work for providing simple metadata embedded in HTML3 ck:x:uments,but until now there have
been no rerommendations for how general resources should be described on the web. The
problem is often that products or documents are described in existing databases, every database
\Vith its own classifications and representation. TIlis is fine for closed systems that are used in a
single oompany or organization. However, with the rL<;eof the web the need for exporting data
and metadata has emerged.

1.1. OBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

The data in existing databases should be mapped and packaged in a general way so that other
systerns can utilize it. Specifically, the Multimedia Broker needs to package its products \Vith
descriptions that can be interpreted by other systerns. Some sort of metadata description
framework is needed.

The metadata for the Multimedia broker should enable:

Re!:UtlCe Dmxery.' The products provided by the Multimedia Broker should be described and
classified so they can be indexed byweb search indexes (for example other brokers).

Re!:UtlCe AutJ:x;rtyg: Users should be able to browse and search provided products. The
descriptions should enable the user to rompose products that are tailor-made for his/her needs.

Re!:UtlCe ~ It should be possible to exchange information and data between
heterogeneous systerns, that is systerns that have their own intemal representation of the data.

We want to describe the products and services so outside metadata consumers can discover
the products and relationships between products. We also want to be able to describe and export
products and services to other Multimedia Broker systems or similar systems from other vendors

The metadata framework should be based on web standards to enable i~ity with
other web systerns, such as search indexes and web browsers. Solutions not dependent on any
particular software vendar should be preferred. Classifications that are \Videlyunderstood should
be used.

Another objective is to implement a cllent that can read, parse and browse RDF descriptions
provided by the Multimedia Broker as well as other RDF data sources.

1.2. RDF

XML4 has emerged as /'hguniversal data format for the web. XML can be used to store and
transport any kind of information, including metadata. XML is a grammar for creating mark-up
languages, called XML applications. One such XML application is RDF, Resource Description
Framework.

3 Hypertext Markup Language

4 XML - The Extensible Markup Languagc
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RDF is a data model for desaibing 10011('(5, A resource in this case is anything you can refer
to with a URIS. Examples of resources are documents, images and soilllds. A resource could also
be a more abstract thing, such as a service or a process, but it must then be represented by
something that can be referred to by a URI, e.g. a document describing the resource.

RDF gives us is a data model for describing our resources and a standardized \Va)' of
expressing that model in XML.

The World Wide Web Consortiwn (W3C) has working groups that deal with metadata on the
web. 'The results of their efforts are the "RDF Model and Syntax" Fel! Hittar inte
refetellskälla. and "RDF Schema" [RDFSCH] specifications. RDF is the web metadata
framework that will be recommended by W3C.

1.3. APPROACH

The approach of this project is to use the RDF specification to describe the products and
services provided by the Multimedia Broker system using the Dul:iin Co1e classification scheme
(section 2.2). As a case study educational products of a fictitious company "Educational Products
Inc." are is described with RDF. The products described in this case were books containing math
exercises. This gives us two levels of granularity, which is interesting for the RDF
implementation.

Where Dublin Core is not sufficient to fully describe a product, we use a c1assification scheme,
\Vhichwe create ourselves in this project.

The RDF description generation is very weil integrated with the other components of the
Multimedia Broker system. The descriptions are made both on a product level and at a fmer grain
of resolution.

The RDF client, a sample RDF consumer that is able to browse and navigate any RDF
document, is implemented in Java, using XML and RDF parsers from IBM. We come to the
conclusion that a hierarchical graphical representation is sufficient for displaying the RDF data
mode!.

1.4. ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

To fully appreciate this report, the reader should have some basic knowleclge about the
Internet. Some knowledge about HTML and XML helps. The reader doesn't have to know
anything about metadata prior to reading this report. First some background is given and related
technologies are presented. RDF is introduced and a general discussion on interoperability is
given. The Dublin Care classification scheme is introduced In chapters 3 and 4 ~ model Oill
case study math exercise step by step, readers mainly interested in the RDF data model may start
here. The chapters are both an introduction to the RDF Model and Syntax speåfication and to
RDF Schema, as weil as a guide to modeling a product in RDF. Examples of RDF applications
are given. In chapter 5, we show a complete RDF instance and schema for our math exercise
case study. The rest of the chapter describes how RDF can be implemented both on the c1ient
side and the server side. Specifical1yRDF is implemented on the Multimedia Broker server and
on a Java client, ca1ledR4fOie1t. These sections assume some knowleclge about web servers and
Java. They are intended for readers who want to implement RDF on their own. In chapter 6
some ideas about the future of RDF applications are presented. Index servers, RDF browsers
and Software agents are discussed.

5 URI - Univezsal Re50urce Identifier. See section 2.3.
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.•••...•.._.~._---------_..._--- ,-_ ..._-----_.__ ._---_ ..._-----_._~._._...-

2. BACKGROUND

The history of metadata at the World Wide Web Consortiwn started in 1995 with PICS
[PICS] (Platform for Internet Content Selection). PICS is a mechanism for communicating
ratings of web pages from a serve r to clients: for example, whether a particular page contains a
peer-reviewed research article, or was authored by an accredited researcher, or contains sex,
nudity, violence, foullanguage, etc [RDFINTRO]. The target group for PICS was initially users
such as parents worried about their children' s web usage. Using PICS they could set their
browsers to filter out any web pages not matching their criteria.

PICS is arestricted metadata framework that allows only certain things to be expressed It is
too limited for the metadata required by the objectives of our projecl. RDF on the other hand is
a general metadata framework and a general knowledge representation mechanism for the web.
[RDFINTRO]

RD F defmes a framework for describing resources with metadata. As mentioned earlier, the
distinctian between data and metadata is not an absolute one. What is considered metadata by
one application would be data to another. The RDF model is not restricted to storing metadata; it
can be used to store any data. One example is the Mozilla web browser in "hich RDF is used for
many purposes [MOZ1J: "It's a Swiss army knife and we will use it wherever it makes sense to
use the RDF data model as a representation language." In particular RDF is used to store
bookmarks, history lists, search results and site maps.

,...·-..···-:~~..:~...~~:·-:·~-~-·::...~·-::l·..;~~-·:=:~·=..::~:::·::···:~~-·:~:.-·:::---··I
properties .5eIVeboth to represent attributes of resources and to represent relationships :
between resources. The RDF data model is a syntax-independentway of representing I
RD F statements." [RD F] I

. !
L _._.__ _ _···· -- --.-- - ------ - -.--- -.-.-- -.-.- -.--.-.-.-.- - -.---.-- -.-- - ..-.-.--.-.- j

Before we take on the RDF basics in chapter 3, let's address the "Why RDF, why not just
XML?" issue: XML gives us the freedom to defme any matkup Ianguage. We can defme our own
tags and express constraints for the syntax of elements and attributes. So let's say we woul:llike
to defme a matkup Ianguage form describing resources on the web. We would need to use defme
the elements that constitute our descriptions. We would have to figure out how to express
resources and attributes. We would have to publish this new XML application so that others
could use il. In effect, we would have to do what the W3C RDF Model and Syntax working
group has already done. Remember that RDF is an X1\1Lapplication.

2.1. INTENDED USE OF RDF

RD F is a framework for metadata that facilitates automat ed processing of web resources
[RDFFAQ]. RDF is a proposed standard that deals with issues such as Res.wce Di9:u.ery to
provide better search engine capabilities; in ~ for describing the content and content
re/a.tio-NJip5 available at a particular Web site, page, or digital library; by i11ki1ig:ni :iftu.are qpus to
facilitate knowledge sharing and exchangej in a:ntmJ ratirg; in describing cdktims of pages that
represent a single logical "document"; for describing intellecta/ pq::el1y ri{jJts of Web pages, and
many others. RDF with digital ~ will be key to building the "web of Trust" for eleiJmi;
a::n-m31fE, cd!ab:Jmtim, and other applications [RDFFAQ].

Examples of the intended use of RDF according to W3C:
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Cataloging
Intelligent Software Agents
Con tent Rating
Collections of Pages

lntellectual Property Rights
Digital Signatures
Electronic Commerce
Collaboration

Table 1 lnterld«i U83 if RD F aa:ariirg to W3C

The effective use of metadata in applications requires that we have common conventions
and a common syntax, so that users beyond a small community can benefit from il. To allow for
machine processing of metadata strict standards are necessary. The common denominator for all
intended uses of RDF is in1err{E1abi1ity. Interoperability is discussed further in section 2.2

ROFimposes structure and syntax, but does not stipulate semantics for each rt!J:UJrE

ck:rripticn an-mJnity [ROFl. A resource description community can be an individual, an
organization or a company. RDF lets each community create the elements needed in a standard
rnanner. To allow for communities to define their own elements, RDF uses sd:em15. Schemas are
the set of properties, or metadata elements, defmed by resource description communities. One of
the key features of ROF is to be able to reuse schemas. The standard way of declaring schemas
enables different resource communities to extend and reuse sernantics from other communities'
schemas. One such schema for ROF is Duhlin Co1e, wtrich is discussed later in this paper.

2.2. INTEROPERABILITY

The key word for web technologies is in1e1q:x!mhility. Interoperability is required for
applications where heterogeneous systems are involved. One example of interoperable data is
HTML documents. Users can vievv HTML documents using all kinds of computer hardware,
operating systerns and browser software. If you follow the W3C recommendations for writing
HTM L domments, you can be quite certain that they are readable by anyone. However HTML
documents are generally not machine-understandable, they are intended to be processed by the
human eye and the human brain.

The next step for the web is machine-understandable data. For this, we need interoperability
on (at least) three levels:

6 Sch= are sorretimes ca1led Va::d:ubri?s.
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Semantics

Schemas (e.g.
Dublin Care)

Structure

RDF

Syntax

XML

Figum 1: Machine-wu:krstaru:bble c:lcx:unmts requim tnfe1q:erability on tbra? lewis.

The lowest leve!, syztax, provides the required founclation for interoperability. Syntax
deterrnines how the docwnents should be written, for example if they use markup language.
Examples of technologies that provide interoperability on this leve! are SGML and XML.

Interoperability on the stmctwe leve! deals with how units of information (resources) are
structured and how relationships between them can be expressed. RDF operates on this leve!.
RD F was inspired by StmctwrJ:iA1ap>, a technology invented before the web.

Strnctum;/ A1ap> are based on Topk Navigation Maps [1S0132S0] defmed by the SGML
community. Structured Maps provide a layer of semantics and relationships on top of existing
clata. References to docwnents can be typed with for example author-of or written-by
relationships. A Structured Map can be compared to a normal road map. It presents a mw of the
information. A road map is a simplified view of the world. Depending on our interests, we can
have different maps covering the same part of the world, emphasizing different aspects of the
existing information. For example, one could have a map that shows all McDonald's restaurants
and another map with topologica1 clata. Structured Maps inspired the work on RDF. [DELCA]

Interoperability on the ~ leve! requires agreements on the semantics expressed. This
requires that both the producer and the consumer of the information agree on what the
semantics of an image, a ear or a title is. Classjfjcation schemes, such as Dublin Care operate on
this leve!. 1he Dublin We (DC) is a IS-element metaclata element set intended to fadlitate
discovery of resources. Originally conceived for author-generated description of web resources, it
has also attracted the attention of formal resource description communities such as museums and
libraries. [DCPURL]

The Dublin Care has been discussecl through a number of international workshops [DC4]
[DCS]. Experts from many different communities have tried to reach consensus around what
elements to use and their exad semantics. This is after three years still an ongoing effort.

Design principles for the Dublin Care are [DCPURL] are SimjiJdty, Sen::D1tt;JnteJq»tlbility,
lntem:ltiow Caw1s../s and Flexibility. Simplicity is important for enabling widespread use. It should
be easy for non-catalogers to understand the elements involved. The flexibility makes it possible
to encode additional structure and more elaborate semantics where needed without sacrificing
interoperability with older software.

The Dublin Core has historically bad a dose relationship with RDF. At the second DC
workshop in Warwick, a conceptual founclation for a metaclata framework was laid, the so-called
Wam.,t;k Fmrrm.ak [WP] [DCS]. This framework, along with the Meta 0:nImt F~ [MCF]
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fonned the nudeus for the development of RDF. The Dublin Care and the RDF warking groups
share a number of members, and the co-evolution of these projects has added to the progress of
each. According to a Dublin Care Workgroup decision (September 1998) "the RDF data model
is the foundation for the DC data model" .

The Dublin Care Elements are [DCPURL]:

Content
Title
Subject
Description
Source
Language
Relation
Coverage

Inteilectual Property
Creator
Publisher
Contributor
Rights

Instantiation
Date
Type
Format
Identifier

Table 2- Theft.fteen Elemm1s of Dublin c:bn?

Each element is optional and repeatable. Furthennore, metadata elements rnay appear in any
order, and with no significance being attached to that order.

The Dublin Care initiative has achieved wide acceptance on the Internet. It is a vocabulary
that is weil suited for describing online resources. It is a good idea to support as many Dublin
Care elements as possible in any RDF metadata implementatian. The nurnber of supported
elements is of ten restricted by the data available in existing databases.

2.3. RESOURCE DISCOVERY AND IDENTIFICATION

A Re3'::lA1CE is any real or conceptual object that can be identified. IJifraEry involves finlirg am
1e/ria.Jirg of resources that are relevant to the u:er of the system. Users are usually human users but
rnay be autornated processes that have a need to fulfill a resource discovery requirement [RDuJ.

One reason for imposing stru:iwrJ on information is to enable Re:anr:E Di.5:l:aery [RDUJ, Le. to
make data accessible and easy to fmd and to label resources so that their relevancy can be
estirnated. Ideally this should be done autornatically by agents or search engines with minimal
effort from the user. In order for this to happen on the World Wide Web we need standards for
all the levels of interoperability (section 2.2).

Resource discovery also involves actually retrieving the discovered resource. To retrieve the
resource we need some means of identification. Every resource available on the Web has an
address that may be encoded by a Un'ilEJW Re3'::lA1CE lt:Imt[fir;r, or URI [HTMLJ:

URIs typically consist of three pieces: 1) The naming scheme of the mechanism used to
access the resource, 2) the name of the machine hosting the resource and 3) the name of the
resource itself, given as apath.

Example of a URI is hUp:/ /www.ekengren.com/rdf/default.asp

10
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.__ ...._-~-_._._--------_._-_._--_._-------_._-------_.-------
3. RDF BASICS

Rather than tIying to describe the RDF Mode! and Syntax in every detail we will provide a
step by step explanatian of how the description of a math exercise product was modeled in our
educational prcxlucts case study. In each step we will provide examples of how the RDF data
mode! is serialized to XML. We will also tIy to explain and highlight interesting features. For
more details- and formalism, please refer to the W3C RDF Modd and Syntax draft [RDF].

3.1. SIMPLE STATEMENTS - NODES AND ARCS

The foundation for RDF is a model for representing resources with named properties. The
same data modd can be expressed in several ways: with a graph of nodes and arcs, serialized to
XML or as a collection of triples.

The modd consists of three object types:

1. Re..9:UJ(E are the "things" we describe. A resource can be anything we can refer to with a
URI. In fact, URIs can be used to reference arrJ.-ihirg. On the web RDF will probably be
used to describe documents that are retrieved with HTTP. URLs (which is a subset of
URIs) can identify such documents. An example of a URL is
http://WVvW.ekengren.com/rdf/math_exercise

math_exercise

Figure 2: A math exerci.se res:un:e. Only fXlrl if the UR L is incIutkd fr danty.

2. Pfq;ertiesare what we describe our resources with. In the RDF data modd we can
express properties as an arc, or an arrow. The properties are named, and the names
defme their meaning.

---lille ••

Figure 3: A name1. jJrofX3rly.Goodfår giving a title to oormath e:xen::i9:J.

3. Statan31ls. A statement is a triple consisting of a resource, a named property and a value.
The value of the property can be either a string (called litem!) or another resource. Both
values that are strings and values that are other resources are represented as nodes in the
RDF data model. Now we are ready to make a very description of our math exercise,
using RDF:
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( math_exerCise)--litle_ 'PigeonandEmail

Figwe 4: 1hL~(~airfi,~·tRDF StalC1Y.t11!

1bat's reaUyall there is to it: Nodes and Archs! Now, let's uy to express our math exerdse
description in XML:

<rdf:Desc~iptio~ about=Nhctp:I/~wN.e~e~gren.co~/~d~/rna~~_ex~rcisew~
<~i~le>?:gGonand Ernail</tit!e>

~/~å~:~esc~iption>

The ,qfI:eDiptb1 element creltes a node that represents oor math exercise resource. The
next line (reates an arch and a litetal resource. We can make our description slighuy more
complex by adding more properties:

PigeonandEmail

lille---"<- crealor--. DagEkengren

dale

~ 1998-11-13

Figwr! 5' Maw statanmts aaut ollrnuth exxm:ise

The XML serialization is:

<rdf:Descrip~ion about=~nttP:I/www.ekang~en.co~/rc~/ma~h_exercise·~<cicle>Pioeon and Ernail</=i:la><creacor>DaQ Ekc~gren</crea~or>
<ca~e>1998-11-13</date>

</~cf:Descr:?~ion>

3.2. USE OF THE DATA MODEL IN PARSERS

There is a numb::::rof l>yntacticvariationspos<>iblewhen serializingthe same RDF description
to XML. Things can be in different order and there are syntactic variations such as abbreviation
(more on this in section 3.8). The data modd can be used intemally in an RDF parser to
detennine if tVlORDF descriptions that are seriali7=.1to XML are u1e same semantically. The
following XMLserializations represenr the same data modd:

<röf:Descrip~io~about~·htc~:llww~.eken9ren.com/=d:/~:~excrcis~~>
<title>?igeo~ and Email</~itle>
<c~eacor>Dag E~engren</creacor>
<dace>1998-11-13</date>

</rdf:Descripcio~>

and

<~df:n~scription about-·hLtp:/I~~.ekengren.com/~åf/~~:h_exe=cise·
dace='1998-11-13" titlQ="Pigeo~ a~d Email'
c~eator~·Dag Ekengren· I>

3.3. ADDING A SCHEMA USING XML NAMESPACES

Great, our math exercise a!rel.dy ros more metadata !han most resources on the ",-eh.
However, there is a small problem with oor desaiprion. We have used the dements fitle, creer
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and cb!e from some schema we implidtly invented. we know the meaning of these elements, but
we would like the rest of the world to know as weil.

What defmition of lille did we use when we chose the title "Pigeon and Email"? What is a
aa::ltlJP. Is it the company printing the b*ooks with math exerdses or is it the author of the
exercise? In what format is the date stored? These are questions that a machine or a human being
would like answers to when they see our descriptions. Our description is of little value to them if
we can't provide this ~ called s:i:xnn.

Fortunately, the XML namespace7 fadlity comes to our rescue. It lets us associate a URl
with each property. The resource referenced by this URL may be a human-readable resource that
describes the schema used. It mayaIso be a schema in some machine understandable format. The
RD F Schema specification provides such a format [RDFSCH]. For now it will suffice to just give
a reference to some imaginaty schema document. XML namespaces associates a schema URL
with a prefix that we use in our property names;

<?xml version="l.O"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/rdf-syntax"

xmlns:dc="http://purl.com/dc/elements/l.O" >
<rdf:Description about="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/math_exercise">

<dc:title>Pigeon and Email</dc:title>
<dc:creator>Dag Ekengren</dc:creator>
<dc:date>1998-11-13</dc:åate>

</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

Here we have assigned the Dublin Care schema to the prefix dc Please nate that we have
defmed a schema n1fsyztax for the RDF-specific elements. An ordinary XML parser doesn't
know anything about RDF and treats elements in the n:ffnamespace no differently from elements
in for example the et namespace. An RDF parser" however knows the semantics of elements
such as tdfIXxriptia1.. Also nate that the RDF document is endosed in an rcfRDF element.

We can use several different schemas in the same RDF description. The scherms may be
defmed by different schema authorities. lbe schemas can be used even if some elements exist in
both schemas, because a different prefix is assigned each schema. Two different schemas should
not use the same prefix to avoid ambiguity.

In the math exerdse sample we will create a schema of our own for properties and classes
not supported by the Dublin Care. This schema will have the prefix ed!, as in "educational" .

3.4. USING RESOURCES AS VALUES

Up to this point, we have used simple literal values. One of the benefits of RDF is that we
can use resources to describe resources. We could let the value of the da:m:1lDr property be a
resource describing a person, in this case me. This resource could contain the name, address,
telephone number of the creator. It may even contain digital photographs and other complex
data.

7 Please refer to Ofor details on XML narrespaces.

8 RDF parsers are often implerrented on top of XML parsers. &cause an RDF docurnent is an XML application it can
be parsed by an XMi parser, which builds a tree structure that represents the dcx:urrcnt. The RDF parser can then
parse that tree and look for elerrents in the n:t!namespace.
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In our math exercise, it will suffice to use a literal value for dme:JlOr. We could add a picture
as a description of the math exercise though:

Pigeon and Email-..-
dc:title

math_exercise ~dc:creator~ Dag Ekengren

dc:date

edu:content --........ 1998-11-13

Figu1fJ 6- Showirg off a t/NJUlr:eprrpmy w1ue.

<?xml version="l.Q"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/rdf-syntax"

xmlns:dc="http://purl.com/dc/elements/l.O"
xmlns:edu="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/schemas/eduscnema" >

<rdf:Description about="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/math_exercise">
<dc:title>pigeon and Email</dc:title>
<dc:creator>Dag Ekengren</dc:creator>
<dc:date>1998-11-13</dc:date>
<edu:image resource="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/images/pigeon.jpg" />

</rdf:Descripcion>
</rdf:RDF>

The example above demonstrates the syntax for adding a matJfE as tb:: z.aIue of a propert y.
The resource value may be in the same document as the RDF desaiption or in another
document (as in this example). Remember that RDF descriptions are also resources. This means
that the value of a property may be an RDF description. This facility allows for highly structured
metadata.

3.5. COLLECTlONS - BAG, SEQ AND ALT

In RD F you often want to refer to a collection of resources. If you're describing a course you
may want to indude a students property which refers to a collection of the students that attend
the cout'Se. If you're describing a web page you may want to refer to a collection of web servers
where the page is mirrored.

There are three different types of collection objects in RDF:

1. &g is used to declare a collection of resources where the orclering of the resources is not
significant. For example, in the collection of students the ordering of the students that
attend the course may not be important.

2. Seq is used to dedare a collection where the orclering of the resources is h:leed
significant. Seq could be used if we were describing an exam and wanted an ordering of
the students according to their results.

3. Alt is used to give alternative values to a single value. An application that is using a
property whose value is an Alt-collection can choose one (and only one) of the values in
the collection.
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math_exercise

In our math exercise in Figure 6, we have a aiuo:ntmt property that refers to a single
picture resource. W'hat if our math exercise has more than one picture associatecl to it? Or an
audio clip for that matter? It would be nice collect these in a bag resource. In the following
example we have addecl a bag node as the value of the eiu.corb11 property:

Pigeon and Email....•.
dc:title

dc:creator----.. Dag Ekengren

dc:date

"'''0010'' '--..'996-11-13 ( ""OBag )"'{~ --2- L- _rdf:type -=_-~~_
\ rdf:_1---/ )

rdf: 2 ~ ~_ pigeon.jpg

~- -W-i1d-C-a-t.j-pg)

Figum 7: We haw USH:i a Bag to cdl«:t wild cat.jj;g and pigaJnjj:g.

Nate that the bag node has no identifier and the node appears "empty" in the graph över.
We can add an ID-attribute to the Bag if we want to refer to it from other statements. The
content in the bag is referred to by the nf_n-properties. The rcft.JP3 property is usecI to declare
that a resource belongs to a certain class of resources, in this case the rdf:Bag class' Classes and
the n1!t.JP3-propertyare covered in 4.3. The XML serialization of the example in Figure 7 is:

<?xml version="l.OH?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf=Hhttp://www.w3.org/rdf-syntax"

xmlns:dc="http://purl.com/dc/elements/l.O"
xmlns:edu="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/schemes/eduschema" >

<rdf:Description about="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/meth_exercise">
<dc:citle>Pigeon and Email</dc:title>
<dc:creator>Dag Ekengren</dc:creacor>
<dc:date>1998-11-13</dc:date>
<edu:content>

<rdf:Bag>
<rdf:li resource "http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/images/pigeon.jpg"

/>
<rdf:li resource

/>
</rdf:Bag>

</edu:content>
</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>

"http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/images/pigeon.jpg"

The rdf:_n properties in the data model appear as <li>-tags in the XML serialization.

3.6. STATEMENTS ABOUT STATEMENTS - REIFlCATION

It is sometimes interesting to say something about statements, Le. give statements about
statements. We could then express who made the description and when. perhaps we trust
descriptions from a respected web page rating company more than descriptions from some
anonymous individual.

How can statements about statements be expressed in the RDF data model? We nem to be
able to identify a statement so that we can refer to it. This can be achieved by a process Gillecl
rejf1CCltim.
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C )-dc:creator--. Dag Ekengren

Figure 8: No reifrntion here. This statonmJ canrot te rifemrl to. Sin:E110 judglH81t can te p/aari
en this statmlmt, the statmlmt is a:nsideraia faet.

The above statement is reified to:

rdf:subject

dc:creator
---.. Dag Ekengren

/
rdf:object ------< dc:creator )

rdf:predicate

statementOO

Figure 9: The statt:mmt Ixis tom reifi8i

This is still the same statement as the one above, but we Gm now refer to it by the id
"statementOO". Now let's give astatement about this statement:

rdf:subject

dc:creator --.. Dag Ekengren

'df'Obj~ ~ """alo' )
rdf:predicate ~----

dc:creator --.. John McEnroe
dc:date

~
1998-11-17

Figure 10: Statements aIxut a statmlmt. WOO St!}S that the amtor if the 1'I8Sa.lJ('8 is Dag
E kengrm?

The serialization to XML is vety simple:

<?xml version="l.O"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/rdf-syntax"

xmlns:dc="http://purl.com/dc/elements/l.O" />
<rdf:Description>

<dc:creator ID="statementOO">Dag Ekengren</dc:creator>
</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description about="#statementOO">
<dc:creator>John McEnroe</dc:creator>
<dc:date>1998-11-17</dc:date>
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</rdf:Descripcion>
</rdf:RDF>

The statements with properties 1tffsuhp:;t, n1fdjrt and n1fpm:lixlle are implidtly constructed by
the RDF parser.

3.7. THE DESCRIPTION CONSTRUCT

The description lets us blU1dleseveral statements. We can refer to the description to make
statements about the collection of statements as a whole. The description construct is simple in
XML but the data model is quite complex:. Each statement is reified and the new nodes Csuchas
the one called "statementOO" in Figure 10 are collected in a bag. The bag is given an id called
lxgID.

Let's return to the math ex:erdse ex:ample in Figure 5. We would now like to saywho made
the description. We reify all the statements and put them in a bag:

..
.. ····· ...·, ....·:::::.. ·edu:content

..rdC3

math_book.doc IsPartOf

../'
dcq:type

dC~
Jigeon and Email

dc:relation dc:title / Dag Ekengren
/d;::creator
dc:date .••.1998·11·13

( Pigeon.jpg)

ed"~:'r-----V",_0- o

rdf:type A ~
~~pe ----- rdf:_~

~ ~ The answer to this
rdf:Bag ) interesting exercise is 23

. < another math
exercise>

i··· < another math .

exercise >

Figure 11: The De9::riptian anstru:t. The col!o::tianif stafm9Us call81 a de5viptiond:x5 not nm:i a
sprial ronstmc! in the data maIel. A lx1g conJainer is u.sai to indicate that a set of statanaus
tX3/orgs to the same de:criptian .

. One statement is removed to make the figure less duttered. The serialization to XML is
simple because the reification and bag nodes are created implicitly by the parser. The only new
thing is the tagID attribute in the rdf:Description-element.

<rdf:Description abouC="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/math_exercise"
bagID="descriptionOO">

<dc:title>Pigeon and Email</dc:title>
<dc:creator>Dag Ekengren</dc:creator>

</rdf:Description>

We can now make statements about the description identified by "descriptionOO".

3.8. ABBREVIATED SYNTAX

RD F allows an abbreviated syntax where the statements are XML attributes in the
rdf:Description element. Abbreviation is useful for properties that aren't repeated within a
description and where the values of those properties are literals. In this case, the properties may
be written as XML attributes of the description element.
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/>

The RDF description in 3.5 can be abbreviated to:

<?x,n1 version="l. D"?><rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf=''http://www.w3.org/rdf-synLax"
xmlns:dc=''http://purl.com/dc/elements/l.O''
xmlns:edu= ..http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/schemas/eduschema" >

<rdf:Descriptio~ about="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/math_exercise"
dc:title="pigeon and Email" dc:creator="Dag Ekengren"
dc:date="1998-11-13">
<edu:content>

<rdf:Bag><rdf:li resource = "http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/images/pigeon.jpg"

<rdf:li>The answer to this interesting exercise is 23</rdf:li>
</rdf:Bag>

</edu:contenL>
</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>
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...... -....- __._~---_....~-------~----_.._.~,,~~~-_._... ,.,.._ .....~-_.._ .._-_._'---_._ ...._--~-_._-~...,,~--_._~--_._..

4. APPLYING RDF MODEL AND RDF SCHEMA

4.1. QUALIFYING PROPERTIES - NON-BINARY RELATIONS

The RDF clata mcxlel intrinsically only supports binaty relations; that is, astatement specifies
a relation between to resources. There is however a recommended way [RDFl to represent higher
arity relations in RDF using just binaty relations. The recommended technique is to use an
intermediate resource with additional properties of this resource giving the remaining relations.

An example of non-binaty relations is when we want to use qualified properties. The Dublin
Core re!aticn property is an example where this is useful. The rd::aiJ:n property can be used to
indicate a relationship between two resources. We often want to be a little more specific and say
something about what kind of relationship the resources have. The way to do this is to qud!!.Y the
reIatirn property.

math_exercise dc:relation~ math_book.doc

Figum 12: An unqualffre.i d::mlation. Wfut kind if mlationship do the 11NX/:YCe; 1xIze?

The dc:relation types come in pairs depending on which "side" the described resource are:

IsPartOf HasPart

IsVersionOf HasVersion

IsFonnatOf HasFonnat

References IsReferencedBy

IsBasedOn IsBasisFor

Requires IsRequiredBy

After qualification the clatamodel becomes:
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math_book.doc( math_exerCiSe~

dc: relation

_~~ dcq:identifier

C~--_XdcO,type

~ IsPartOf

Figure 13: A qualiftrl d:::reTation. 11x! reTationship consists in the ma1h exr31d.se l:xJingJXlrl if a
rmth l:xxJk A nav ~ rraie Ixls lxm cnWai. 11x!nan1f5JXKE prrjix Jor DC qualif1i!YS is deg.

The XML serialization is:

<rdf:Description about="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/math_exercise">
<dc:relation>

<rdf:Description>
<dcq:identifier rdf:resource =

"http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/math_book.doc •./>
<dcq:type>Is?artOf</dcq:type>

</rdf:Description>
</dc:relation>
<dc:creator>Dag Ekengren</dc:creator>

</rdf:Description>

The dc:date-e1ement we have used throughout this example Gl11 alsa be qualified to further
specify what meaning this date has for the resource. Is it the date of creation or is it date the
resource ~ valid? Let's uy it:

math_exercise

edu:image

Pigeon and Email
~

dc:title
dc:creator--' Dag Ekengren

1998-11-13
dc:date ~

~-----~~:created

_____ flcq:ava,'ab'e
-. 1998-12-01

Figum 14: We haw qualifu.rl the d:.date statanmt. Gnnt stujff

The Dublin Care is workgroup is working on qualifiers for many other of the DC elerrents.
Refer to hup:! /purl.org/DC/docurnent..<;/working drafts/ for the latest details.

4.2. MATH EXERCISES IN A CONTEXT

One of the interesting things with RDF is the ability to describe resources with different
levels of granularity. Some users may want very detailed descriptions where a single resource
refers to other descriptions, while others are happy with a shorter description that is easier to
manage.

In our educational products case study, we sell books with math exercises. We Gl11 describe a
book as a complete product or as a product consisting of a number of math exercises, each with
its own descriptions. The math exercise descriptions may be placed inline the RDF document
that describes the book or it may be linked to the book with rdf:resaurce-tags. The advantage
with the former is simplidty. You Gl11 get the entire description, including descriptions for all the
math exerdses in a single GET-request to the web selVer. The other approach has the advantage
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that the user Gm choose to get only the ixx>kdescription and perhaps a description to a few of
the math exerdses.

To achieve this !ink between math ixx>ks and math exercises we Gm use a dC!datit.-n-
statement as was mentioned in 4.1. Of course, our math exerdse Gm be part of other math ixx>ks
as well, i.e. many math ixx>ks could refer to our rnath exercise using a ecUa::JW11-statement. The
dc:relation may not be very useful if the exerdse belongs to severd! ixx>ks.

i < another math

" exercise > .
· · '\ :::~/edu:content

rdf:_3

(sPartOf

/
dcq:type

dC~
;igeon and Email

dc:relation dc:title / Dag Ekengren
/d;::creator
dc:date '-1998-11-13

~( Pigeon.jpg)ed:X:~----X:-1 - o

rdf:type ~---- rdf:_2

~ .
The answer to this

interesting exercise is 23rdf:Bag

math_book.doc

rdf:type
..

.' < another math ..\
exercise >

Figum 15 Math e:xen:isein a a.JnIext,The math e:xen:ise isJXll1 of a Iaw stnJcturo, in this case a
lxxJk. The dotf«i lines am URL-baD1daries if the math exen::isesam not inline in the RDF
d:x:uJrmt derribtng the math lxxJk.

4.3. RDF SCHEMAS

We have already touched upan RDF Schemas in 3.3 and m::'re revisiting the subject here.
The XML namesp'dce facility allaws us to associate a prefix with a URL that defines a schema.
We haven't yet looked inta how that schema can be defined.

So what is a schema anyway? It is where m:: defme our propertie<;and ci:NEs. We can give
human readable comments and defme machine-understandable constraints on their use. We can
then declare that a resource belongs to a particular dass. We have a1readyused c1assesin section
3.5 and in Figure 15 above. As you can see, the unnamed (empty) nades are of the dass rdjlt;g.

There are many ways in which we could dec1are our schemas. The RDF Schema
Spedfication [RDFSCH] uses the RDF data model not only for describing resouroes, but for
expressing schemas as weil.

4.3.1. TYPE SYSTEM - CLASSES AND PROPERTlES

Let's defme some c1assesfor our math exerdse example. A good place to start would be to
defme a math exerdse c1ass,called e:Ju..E:x:err:is3 and define our i'YlilclnE "rnath_exerdse" to be an
instance of that class.
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rdf:type
math_exercise

Figure 16- We f:Jare defmai ourmath e.:ren:;isein.stant:E to b? of the dass a:fu.. Exen::i.se. We can f:Jare
lots of ma1h e.:ren:;iseinstan:Es and they will all b? of the !'L111'1edass.

This can be serialized to:

<?xml version="l.O"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/rdf-syntax"

xmlns:dc="http://purl.com/dc/elements/l.O"
xmlns:edu="http;//www.ekengren.com/rdf/schemas/eduschema" >

<rdf:Description abouc="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/math_exercise">
<rdf:cype resource =

"htcp://www.ekengren.com/rdf/schemas/eduschema#Exercise" >
<dc:Citle>Pigeon and Email</dc:ticle>

</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

Because RDF Schema is expressed using the RDF data model, it seamlessly extends our
RDF data model -with the schema defInitions. In the data model, the nfDP7-property doe>n.'t
differ from other properties $Och as dc:tide or dc:subject. There is a special construct for
expressing the dass of an instance in the XML syntax: This construct makes use of the XML
namespace facility:

<?xml version="l.O»?>
<rdf;RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/rdf-syntax"

xmlns:dc="http://purl.com/dc/elements/l.O"
xmlns:edu="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/schemas/eduschema" />

<edu:Exercise about="http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/mach_exercise">
<dc:citle>Pigeon and Email</dc:title>

</edu:Exercise>
</rdf:RDF>

We have replaced the rdf:Description element -witha edu:Exercise element and removed the
rdf:type property. This doesn't in any way change the data model, hence the serializations are
equivalent.

Now, let's see how the edu:Exercise class is defined in the
http://www-.ekengren.comJrdUschemas/eduschema. Weil, we create a node that has the ID of
Exercise by creating a description-element -with the ID-attribute, but -without the about-attribute.
In effect, this is not a description about a resource, rather it is a resource in itself -with the
specified ID. We declare this resource to be of the class rdfs:Class. The rdfs:Class-resource, is
defJned as part of the RDF Schema rnachinery. Every RDF data model includes this resource
(and a few other resources) implicidy.

The edu:Exercise nade in Figure 16 is defined in eduschema as:

<rdf:Descripcion ID="Exercise">
<rdf:type resource = "http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-rdf-schema#Class"/>

</rdf:Descripcion>

Or, using the more compact form, -withrdfs defmed as the RDF Schema namespace:

<rdfs:Class ID="Exercise"/>

Properties are declared in a similar way, using the built-in rdf:Property-rescurce. The
recommended conventian is to use the frrst letter capitalized in dass names and non-capitalized
in property names.
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<rdf:Property ID="title"/>

There are a few "Care Classes", "Care Properties" and "Care Constraints" defmed in the
RDF Schema spedfication [RDFSCH]. There are many scenarios where these simple
mechanisms are not adequate; a more general schema mapping mechanism for RDF may be
developed in future W3C activity [RDFSCH].

4.3.2. CONSTRAINTS

We can place constraints on properties by declaring in what domin a particular property is
relevant, Le. on what dass of resources it can be used. We can also constrain the rff€f! of a
property by declaring the dass allowedfor the resource values for the property.

RDF Schema focuses on properties rather than classes. This means that the RDF Schema
Specificatian currently does ra introouce a vvayof specifyingwhat properties are required to
describe an instance of a particular dass. We cannot declare that an instance of the dass
edu:Exerdse must indude the properties titk and arnJor. Also, we cannot in any way prevent
people that use ~ from describing instances of edu:Exerdse with unknown properties
from other schemas. The advantages and disadvantages of this are discussed further in seetian
4.4 where DCD (Document Content Description) is introduced.

A more complete schema for our math exercise looks like this:
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The conteni of this resource.
This may be a IiIerai resource
or anotherContentObjector a

collection of reources.
The prerequj,
required from

/ users of thi
rdfs:comment resource.

rdf:lype

rdf:type rdf:lype

~

~o~

I
rdfs:comment

~
~UbClassOf rdf:lype rdfs:subcla8

Exercise I ~

\~~~'1
rdf:lype

·········i'df;type···.

Figure 17: This isjXlrt of the xherm dtfinitionfår~. Note that the sd::en:l isjXlrt if the
RDF data ma:iel}Dr themath~. We Ixt.wdefmo:iExercise ard Image as subdassesif a
ContentO bject dass and ue hauem7Strain«l the content jJ1'qErty so that it can or0' fx? WHl on
Instaru5 if ContentObj«:t (or subciasPs thetrojJ. The dottai line is tre division b?tu.8?n sd::en:l
and instan:E.

We have used the aita:ntmt-property to desaibe our math exercise. Apparently, our math
exercise contains an instance of the dass e:fu.'/rrqJ3. The a:iuantmt-property has been constrained
to be used onlyon instances of CcnIeJ1tOo/rt (or subclasses of CCJ1tmtOtjrt). 1his constraint is
expressed with the n:tfS:c.i:nrlin property.

A problem with the current RDF Schema specillcation is that only one rcJS:raY~ statement
may be given to a property. In this case we would like the edu:rntmt statements to have a value
that is eith9ran instance of the cla..c;sCcnIeJ1tOo/rt or a string. In the RDF Schema specification,
strings are instances of the dass n;fjS:Literal which is implidtly declared by the RDF Schema
machinery. If we constrain edt.r:r.nJmt to have only ContentObject values then the following
construct is invalid;
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edu:ContentObject

~ Fyodor Dostoyevski
rdfs: subCIas rdfs:su bClassOf

~ 'd"T'''') I
A.
I dc:creator Alexey Fyodorovitch Karamazov was the third

rdf:type /" son of Fyodor Pavlovitch Karamazov, alandowner
rdf:type \ /. weil known in our district in his own day, and still

C- ')- -{ \Vooot,"t "m,mbe"", amoog"' owiogto hl, gloomy00'

_. ~ edu:content ~.J tragic death ...

Figure 18 l1ualid if the e:iu,'caztent popmy Sn::lr@2 is ConlentObjrt.

A workaround for this problem is to give a "human readable" comment in the schema
instead of a machine nnderstandable range-constraint: "e;lu.a:nJmt is tlx! W11eJ1t if this 11JS:)U}(E. The
a:nImt ~ te a liteml n?S:U1rEorClYKJlf.x:1r CcntmtOo/rt or a cdkcticn if 11?S:UllES. "

4.3.3. VOCABULARIES VS. SCHEMAS

There is some confusion as to vvhat the difference is between vocabularies and schemas.
[RDFSCH] states:

"The phrase ROF vocabulary is used here to refer to those resources which evolve over time;
RO F Schema is used to denote those resources which constitute the particular (unchanginlY
versions of an RDF vocabulaty at any point of time. Thus we might talk about the evolution of
the Oublin Core vocabulaty. Each version of the Dublin Core vcn::JtuJary VvUIldbe a different
RD F 9:l:err:l, and would have a corresponding RDF model and concrete syntactic representation."

4.4. DOCUMENT CONTENT DESCRIPTION - DCD

DCO was submined to the World Wide Web Consortium C\V3C)by IBM and Microsoft
[OCD J. The document proposes a structural schema facility for specifying rules covering the
structure and content of XML docurnents. As we nnderstand the speåfication [DCD], DCO is a
grammar for expressing RDF vocabularies, rather than an RDF vocabulaty in itself. This means
that we would refer to a DCD document with our namesfUce declarations in our RDF
docurnents (section 3.3), Le. it's schema declarations.

DCD is an interesting alternative to the RDF ScixPrJ. specification [RDFSCH]. Here is a
comparison of features:
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RD F Schema DCD

Approach Property based Class based

Syntax RDF XML

Constraints on classes No Yes

Constrains on properties Yes No

Primitive data types N09 YeslO

Table3: Comparisonoffaliures: RDF Scf.emvs. DCD.

A Document Content Description (DCD) is a set of properties used to constrdin the types of
elements and names of attributes that mayappear in an XML domment, the contents of the
elements, and the values of the attributes. If the XML domment follows the RDF model, DCD
puts consuaints on aliowed and required statements in the declared c1asses.

Here is an example of a DCD schema:

<DCD>
<ElementDef Type="content"/>
<ElementDef Type="ContentObject" Model="Elements" Content="Open">

<Description>This is the ContentObject class</Description>
<Group RDF:Order="Bag">

<Group Occurs="Required">
<Element>dc:title</Element>
<Element>dc:creator</Element>
<Element>dc:date</Element>

</Group>
<Group occurs="Optional">

<Elemenc>content</Element>
</Group>

</Group>
</ElementDef>
<ElementDef Type="Exercise" Model="Elements" Content="Open">

<Description>This is the Exercise class. lt inherits from
ContentObject</Description>

<Extends Type="ContentObject"l>
</ElementDef>

<IDCD>

The above schema declares a OnImtObjct c1asswhich should be described by the required
elements ck:title, d:amtorand dxbJe(defined in some extemal schema). The content object can be
described with the optional cmImt element (dec1ared in this schema). The attribute
Contmt= "Ojxn" dec1ares that instances of this class can also be described by other elements,
defined in this or an extemal schema.

As Table 3 suggests, RDF Schema and DCD are quite different. RDF Schemas are expressed
using RDF Model and Syntax and are dose to RDF "in spirit", while DCDs use their own XML
syntax and are much doser in spirit to c1assica1databases, The reasons for this condusion are:

1. RDF Sdem focuses onprrp?rlies. You dedare a u:mluJary(schema) which is a collection
of properties and constraints on those properties. It's possible to constrain the instances

9 RDF Schema may be extended in the future to support data types.

10 Exarnples of DCD dam types are: strtrg,numl::er, cbte and tim!.
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of which classes a property may be used. It is aL<;ofX)ssible to say that a property must
have a value that is an instance of a certain class. Often no $Och constraints are given,
beGluse one wants the vocabulaty to be used on all kinds of resources. One example of
$Och a vocabulaty is the Dublin Care schema. In RDF Schema there is (currently) no
way to express that a certain class rmst or 9xuId be described by a certain property. Given
the decentralized nature of the web, it wasn't considered feasible to restrict a dass to be
described in a certain way or with certain properties. The RDF Schema doesn't contain
any data types but may be extended to $OpfX)rtthem.

2. In DCD the focus is on classes. We can say that a dass mut be described by certain
properties (elements in the DCD terrninology). We can even put a constraint
Ca1Jmt= "Clani" which means that the class can cn!Y be described by the supplied
properties. We can also put constraints on the values of properties. DCD also defmes
data types.

So which schema defInition language should we use, RDF Schema or DCD? In the math
exercise case study we chose ROF Schema. The reasons for this can be illustrated by an example:

With RDF Schema we can subclass our "MathBook" dass from a well known "Book" dass
from some widely used schema. Let's say for example that the online bookstore Amazon
provides $Ocha schema. By sul:x:lassingthe Book class from the Amazon schema we decIare that
we are selling a book that cornplies with Amazon's defmition of what a book is. This does not
rnean that we have to use properties from the Amazon schema to describe our book (or math
book) resources. Instead we may want to use the Dublin Care schema and a few properties that
we dedare in our own schema (edu). It is imfX)ssible for the creator of the Amazon schema to
perceive every fX)ssibleproperty that users on the web will want to describe the book dass with.

The next section (4.5) describes a scenario where DCD is useful, Le. when we use ROF to
transfX)rt data between servers. Then wewould like to validate the RDF descriptions so that they
contain all data the receiving server requires and that the data are of the required data types.

DCD is likely to become widely used if lEM and Microsoft continue to back them. DCD is
already implementOO in Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.

4.5. RDF AS MEANS OF TRANSPORT

As we add more resources to the edu:content-bag of our math exercise, $Ochas an instance
of the class Text, an instance of Image and an instance of Solution we may start to realize that
this is no longer a description of a math exerdse defmed in math_exerdse. The ROF document is
the math exercise! This highlights the fact that RDF is a data model general enough to be used
for other things than just describing resources. We can use ROF as the t~ format of math
exercises.

As the RDF document is in fact our math exerdse, we can remove the "al:xxIt"-attribute
from the rdf:Description-elerrent and add an ID that identifies this new math exerdse resource.

RDF can be used to transfX)rt math exercises or books containing math exercises between
different servers. A math exercise broker could imfX)rt math exerdses expressed in RDF from
many different servers. Of course, the market for math exerdses may not be big enough to make
this commercially viable.
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Data
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Problem
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Teacher looking for mi

Figure 19: The RDF Data ~n::es am providers of math exmdses. 77xy am cajX1ble of deliwring
the math e::am:ises in RD F aa:ordiYg to g:me c:Tg1fR1up;n 0:em. The Math Exen:;~ Broker
rmds the RDF data f1Wl the diffe1m1~n:ES and prouides an inteifaE to the Ta:d:x!r looktng

f1Wl math e::am:ises.

Figure 19 highlights why RDF is interesting to a system like the Multimedia Braker
[MMBROK]. The Multimedia broker would benefit from being abIe to present its products in a
format that is recognized by external systems (for example other Multimedia Brokers).

4.6. SUMMARY

We have now completed the RDF math exercise example. We have modeled a math exercise
using the RDF data mode! and provided a schema using the RDF Schema specification. We have
showed that RDF is capable of more than just describing resources. RDF can be used for
storage, tra.l1SJ'X>ftand retrieval of any data.

When modeling the math exercise we used the dc:relation property to indicate relations
between different resources. The math exercise is a part of a larger context, the math book. The
exercise in tum consists of a number of resources such as texts and images.

In constructing a schema for the math exercise we briefly discussed the benefits of RDF
Schema over other schema definition models such as DCD. We also noted a problem with
allowing only one rdfs:range property in the schema definition of a property.

We conclude this chapter with examples of RDF applications. An RDF application is a
vocabulary and additional semantics that form a layer on top of RDF. Examples of RDF
applications are:

1. PICS - Platform for Internet Content Selection [PICSJ which we discussed in chapter 2.

2. P3P - Platform for Privacy Preferences [p3PJ. The P3P specification will enable Web site..<;to
express their privacy practices and users to exercise preferences over those practices. P3P
products will allow users to be informed of site practices, to deleg::lte decisions to their
computer when possible, and allow users to tailor their relationship to specific sites.
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3. OSig - Digital Signature Initiative [OSIG]. The W3C Digital Signature Working Group
developed a standard format for making digitally-signed, machine-readable assertions about a
particular information resource. More generally, it is the goal of the OSig project to provide a
mechanism to make the statement: signer believes statement about information resource.

PICS P3P DSig

RDF

XML

Figu;n320: RDF applications are a lajPron rop if RDF
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5. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTA TION

In this section we will discuss how RDF was implemented in our project. Let's recapture the
objective of the implementation part of this project from the introduction in section o:

"We want to describe the products and services so outsiclc metadata consumers can
discover the products and relationships between products. We a1so want to be abIe to
describe and export products and services to other Multimedia Broker systerns or similar
systerns from other venders"

We have already discussed the how the products in the Multimedia Broker can be modeled
with the RDF clata model. We have also defmed a simple schema suitable for the educational
product case in the Multimedia Broker. A complete description of the math exercise model and
schema can be found in the next section.

RDF was implemented both on the Multimedia Broker and in a simple client, which we call
the R4fClia1t. Details about the server side implementation, Le. the implementation on the
Multimedia Broker can be found in section 5.2. The RdfClient is an RDF parser capable of
showing RDF descriptions of all kinds of resources, Le. the client is not tied to any particular
application or schema. A user can edit the RDF descriptions using a simple graphical user
interface. Details about the client side implementation, the RdfClient, can be found in section 5.3.
These sections assume some knowledge about web servers and prograrnming techniques.

5.1. RDF DATA MODEL AND SCHEMA

The interested reader should have a pretty goad understanding of RDF after reading the
previous chapters and is probably eager to see the RDF data model of math exercise instances
actually generated by the Multimedia Broker. Let's look a math exercise instance and the edu
schema implementation beforewe dive into the server-side implementation in section 5.2:
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Figum 21: A rnath e.xwd.9:!instan:E~ by the Multimeiia Broker.

The rnath exercise uses the Dublin Care RD F schema and the following edt RDF schema:
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rdf:type rdf:type rdfttype rdf:type~~y

C rdf:Class
'\ / ""'>0'0")
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rdfS:SUbClaSS~-. ----.---
rdfS:SUbClaSSOf--( edu:lmage )

r :subClassOf, .

r :SUbC\laSSOf~ )
edu:Text

rdfs:domain .

Figure22: RDF sdxma fr theedu name;p::ce

5.2. SERVER SIDE - MULTIMEDIA BROKER

The server-side implementation VlåS simplified by the fact that the Multimedia Broker is a
flexible tool when it come,> to choosing how products are presented. The system separates
content from presentation. This means that the same content may be displayed in several
different ways, depending on whom the user is

In the broker system, there are C1:n1mt Pm:iu:Is and lr?f;rmatkn P1rxfu::ts. The Centent Products
are products in a traditional way. They can be books, math exercises, or things like cars, ships or
space stations. The Content Products are defmed in the Multimedia Broker metadata database.
The products can be presented in many different ways and the combination of l) a proch.Jctor a
collection of products and 2) the presentation of that product or collection of products makes an
lr?f;rmatkn Pm::iu:t. The presentation of a product is determined by a P1rN!J1fa.tkn Medel. An
information product can be the HTML presentation of a book. Another Information Product
would be the ROF description of the same book. A collection of products, for example the result
of a database query, with a presentation model is another Information Product.

The Centent Products and Information Products are defmed in a metadata database.
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Figum 23: Sc:J:x:rrmic d7lJJ.1.Ji:fg sf:xJuirg the Multim«lia Brokers pnxiu::t structuYe. Bach if the
Confent Prrxlucts alxwcan repn:s::n181 in any1'lUl11b3rofua:y:,~called InjOrmation Prrxlucts

The approach in this product is to implement RDF in the Multimedia Broker server by
creating an Infannatian Product that has a Presentation Model that creates RDF output. The
generation of RDF is then completely integrated with the rest of the system: RDF generation
doesn't differ from generating HTML, VRML or any other output fonnat. 1bat's one of the
advantages the Broker has over a traditional web server. Fortunately it simplifies server-sice
implementation in this project.

The process from client request to aretumed RDF document is shown in the following
(much simplified) flow chart:

Glient
Request

Database
Query Stream

Conversion
to intemal XML

format

RDF document
back to client

Stream

•••

HTTP------ __X_s_L_p_ro_c_es_s_o_r~r-FI. XML Stylesheet

Figum 24: The pnxess frrm dient n:quest to an RDF citxurrr::ntdenibing a p1fXiuct.

The steps of implementing RDF on the Broker are:

Create a database query that returns all the data needed for the product being described. The
Multimedia Broker uses CQL (Conceptual Query Language) 'Which makes creating the query
particularly straightforward.

Create an Infonnation Product by associating the query with a Presentation Model. The
Presentation Model is implemented with an XML Stylesheet (XSL). Readers that aren't familiar
with XSL may want to read the section on XSL in O.
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5.2.1. THE XSL PROCESSOR

The Multimedia Broker u.ses an internal XML format to excbange information between the
setyer's different components. The result of our c1atabase query is wrapped up in an XML
dOClUllentin a format intemal to the Broker. If we made the proper query, this XML document
contains all the information needed for the RDF description of the product.

We simply feed that XML document to the XSL processor tagether with a srylesheet, that
transfonns the XML document inta an RDF documentll. The XML document's attributes,
which are ~pecific to the Multimedia Broker, are mapped to well-known schemas (most notably
the Dublin Care schema). The XSL processor lets ilS package and rearrange the information in a
way that creates output that is valid RDF descriptions of our products.

A separate XSL stylesheet for conversion to RDF has to be made for each product in the
system. So, in our educational products case, we made one stylesheet for the math exercises and
another for the math books. The schema is in effect hardwirecl inta the XSL srylesheet scripts.
An area of future improvement is to allow the schemas to be defmed in the metaclata database.
The XSL stylesheet would then be generated from the metadata c1atabaseautomatically.

Here is part of an XML to RDF srylesheet for Microsoft's XSL processor:

<xsl>

<rule>
<root/>
<![CDATA[
hello
J] >
<?xml version="l.Ort?>
<rdf>
<children/>
</rdf>

</rule>

<rule>
<target-element type="CATTRIBUTE">

<attribute name="ID" value='190"/>
</target-element>
<select-elements>

<target-element type="A"/>
</select-elements>

</n:le>

<rule>
<target-element type="A"/>
<![CDATA[

<edu:Exercise ID="]]><eval>getAttribute('HREF')</eval><! [CDATA[">
]] >

</rule>

<rule>
<target-element type="ROW"/>
<! [CDATA[
<!-- Instance of class edu:Exercise -->]]>

<select-elements>
<target-element type= "CATTRIBUTE" >

<attribute narne="ID" value="190"/>
</target-elernent>

</select-elements>

<! [CDATA[ <dc:Title>]]>
<select-elements>

<target-element type= "CATTRIBUTE ">
<attribute narne="ID" value="199"/>

</target-element>

11 Pleasenote that RDF d=ts are indeed XML d=ts, with the ackk:drequirerrent that they follow the W3C
RDF Model and Syntaxspecification.
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~/select-eleme~ts>
~! [CDATA[~/åc:Tit!e>
)]>

~I [CDATA[ ~åc:C~eato~>jl>
<selec~-ele~e~~s>

<~argec-elemen~ :ype:RCATTRIBUTER>
~attribute name="ID" value="106"/>

</:argee-ele~e~~>
</sclect-ele~e~~s>
<! [CDATA[<"</dc,Craator>
Il>

~![CDATA[</ed~~~ercise~
J] >

<trula>

<:::l.:.le>
<targat-alamant type="RESULT"/>
<chilåreni>

</:",.:.le>

<n:le>
<targem-ele~e~t type="QUERY"/>
<c~ildrer./>

</rule:>
..:;/xsl>

A more complele XJ.'vILto RDF stylesheet and an e:ample of the intemal XML fonnat in the
Multimedia Broker CUl be found in Appendix B.

- ? ?).-.-. OTHER SERVER IMPLEMENTATIO;\'S

RDF descriptions CUl be created on the server quite easilyeven if you don't have access to
tools as powcrful as the Multimedia Broker. This section gives examplcs of such
impletnj1tations.

One way to gencrate RDF L~to u-;e server-side scripting. Server-side scripting is available for
most wro servers, induding the widcly u.ced Microsoft's ns4u arxI Apache13• The scripts are
mostly used to genernte HTM L today. The scripts can hov.-ever gencratc any to:t -based fonnat.

We will nO\v show a script that opens a database connection and packages to information
directly into RDF statements.

The sample script is written in VBScriptH. The shaded parts are script code executed by the
"'ID server. The white parts are retumed to the dient as text.

<%@~~GUAGE="VBSCRI?T"%>
<% Option Explicit %><% ' This sc~ipt ge~c~~ces RDF ~e:ada~a %>
<%
Di:n Prodld
Dim Conn
Di:n RSDim sal
See ProdId = Reques:.Que~String(·?~od!c·}

" IIs4 - Microsoft Internet Information Server version 4. Visit hUD:/ /wv.w.microsoft.com for dctails.

l,Apache - available to several pl:uforms, including LinlL'( and Wmdoo-'S i\'T. Visit hnp:/ /~",w.apache.oJI: for dctails.

14 \'BScript - visuaI Basic Scripting Edition, a ;"'1icrosoft ser\'t:r .scripting technology. Similar .scrip15 cm be written in
JaV2Script and other .scripting Ianguagcs.
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Set Conn = Server. CreateObj ect ("ADaDB. Connect ion' )
Conn.Open '2duData'
sql = "select data.Titel, data.Undertitel, Best_nr, Media, ?orfatcare, Texter,
Skolform, Program, ProgramKod, ProgramTyp, &~ne, Kurs, mgrupp.Typ from data,
texter2, mgrupp where data.Prodld="&Prodld&'" and texter2.Prodld=' "&Prodld&" , and
mgrupp. Prodlå= ,"&Prodld&" ,.
Set RS = Conn.Execute(sql)
%><?xml version="l.O" encoding="ISO-8859-1'?>
<?xml:namespace ns= 'http://www.w3.org/schemas/rdf-schema'' prefix="rdf"?>
<?xml:namespace ns= "http://purl.org/metadata/dublin_core'' prefix="dc"?>
<rdf:RDF>

<rdf:Description bagID="desc_<%=Prodld%>' about="<%=Prodld%>'>
<dc:title><%=RS("Titel")%></dc:ticle>
<edu:bestNr><%=RS("Best_nr")%></edu:bestNr>
<dc:creator><%=RS("Forfactare")%></dc:creator>
<dc:publisher>Educational Products Inc.</dc:publisher>
<dc:Description><%=RS("Texter")%></åc:Description>

<% If Len(RS('Media")) > O Then
%><dc: format><%=RS("Media" I %><dc:format>
<% End If%></rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description about='#desc_<%=Prodld%>'>
<dc:creator>Multimedia Broker</dc:creator>
<dc:date><%=now%></dc:date>

</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RD?>
<% RS.Close %>
<% Conn.Close %>

This simple script doesn't handle rhings like missing values in the clatabase. The script is lUll

by the web server when a web browser accesses it via a URi. The particular instance is identified
with PrcxlId, a product id.

http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/testscript.asp?Prodld=TIOD23

Here is an example of an instance generated by the script:

prefix='rdf" ?>
prefix=ndc" ?>

encoding='ISO-8859-l"?>
'http://www.w3.org/schemas/rdf-schema'
'http://purl.org/metadata/dublin_core"

<?xml version="l.D"
<?xml:namespace ns=
<?xml:namespace ns=
<rdf:RDF>

<rdf:Description bagID='desc_TI0023" about='Tl0023">
<dc:title>Macbeth</dc:title>
<eåu:bestNr>23l231</edu:bestNr>
<dc:creator>William Shakespeare</dc:creator>
<dc:publisher>Educational Products Inc.</dc:publisher>
<dc:Description>A simplified version of Macbeth which includes

the longer ones have been abridged</dc:Description>
<dc: format>paperback<dc: format>

</rdf:Description>

all speeches but

<rdf:Description about="#desc_TI0023">
<dc:creator>Multimedia Broker</dc:creator>
<dc:date>1998-12-08</dc:date>

</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

As you can see, the script has generated an RDF description of a book with the tide
"Macbeth". The script also generates a description for the clescription.

5.3. CLlENT SIDE - THE RDF CLIENT

As part of the project we implemented a client application for reading and parsing RDF
documents. The RdfClient is very useful for prototyping l1e'<;V schemas and for checking syntax in
RDF documents. It is also useful as a leaming tool for the RDF clatamodel.

The requirernents are that the RdfClient:

• Is generic enough to show RDF descriptions of all kinds of resources.Has an easy to use
graphical user interface to browse the RDF document
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• Shows the RDF document in a way that dosely resembles the RDF data modd

• Allows the user to search the RDF document

• Allows the user to edit the RDF document

• Provides some RDF schema suPfXJrt

• Runs in a Browser on a wicle range of hardware/software mnfigurations

To meet the last design goal ~ clecided to write the RdfClient in Java 2. This allows the
client to run in browsers or with the Sun Java plug-in. The graphieal user interface of the client
uses the Java Foundation Classes from Sun, which are included in the Java 2 platform15.

Specifically we wanted to use the "Tree" and "Table" graphieal comfXJnents and the menu
components, as shown in the following section. RdfClient fUllS both as an applet and as a
standalone application.

The dient can be run from http://wwvv.ekengren.com/rdf/client.html. Fol1ow the guided
tour in the next section by painting an IE4 web browser to this URi.

5.3.1. RDFCLIENT FUNCTIONALITY - A GUIDED TOUR

Loading RD F df.x:unvus

Let's start the guided tour by loading an RDF document. RDF documents can be loaded into
the client either from a local me or via HTTP from an URi. A loeal me is loaded by selecting
Of.x:n in the Filerrmu:

15 The Java 2 platform is also Immvn asJDK 1.2. Sun changed the name when the prcx:luctwent from beta version to
release.
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Figum 25 0pEn Fik in the RdfClien!

Other features in the File Ment are Sate and Print. Print enabb the user to print out the
CllrrentRDF document serializedto XML to standard output. Java AppIetsare not perrnitted to
access Iocal mes. If you Ioad the RdfClient as a Java AppIet, seIect Ofm!J.RL and type
http://www.ekengren.com/rdf/math exercise.xml.

Brcusing an RD F da::um?nt

One of the significmt features in RdfClient is ocing able to browse any RDF document to
demonstrate various RDF features. We Ioad our famous math exercise instance inta the
RdfClient.1his is how it tums out:
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RDF Document
@~

D Title
D Author/Creator

o l22J Date
o ~ Relation

D Identitication
D Diftlculty Level
D Categoty
D Subject
D Prerequisites

o lli±I Content

Figure 26· The RdfClient in all its glory.

itle
••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• ~.~ •• "~_ ••• ,~." •• _ •••• ~u~

uthor/Creator
._ •• _ ••• _ •• ~ •••••• _ •••••••••••• m ••••••••••••••••••

entitication............................... ~ .
Dlftlculty Level jMlddle
·:9~·i.~g.~:.0.:·:.·~.-:~.·:~·:::.·.~.·..·.·:::.:.:·..·:.:·:.·:·:.J§~~:;:~i.i.:~:·..~.~.~.·~"~i~~~.··i.~:~·i:~L:;:
Subject IFractions an9".~_9.t.~.t:l.~y.

Jsite~ lJrle fQ.yrways of coun!"

The left pane shows the RDF document. It is displayed as a TnEView. The children nodes
cm be ex.panded and collapsed by clicking on the I::ullelsnext to the nodes. The Table View to the
right shows the values of the properties for this particular instance. The instance cm be edited by
the user and the changes are propagated to the internal RDF data mode!.

The schema information 'Window telis us that we are viewing an instance of the class
«fu. Exercife, which is a subclass of the class 0:n1en10lj:rt. The math exercise schema has been
described in sectian 4.3. The property names are looked up in the corresponding RDF Schemas.
That's whywe see Title instead of d::tit1e in the property calumn of the Table in Figure 26.

By clicking on the antmt property node in the TnE View ~ can ex.pand it to reveal its
contents:
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U LJlftiCUlly L•...

D Categori

D Subject

D Prerequisites

® @±j Content
@ §fl rdf:Bag

o ~ {edu:lmage}

o ffij] {edu:Text}
o f!ilijj {edu:Solution}

Figuw 27: The 1X1lueof the «iu..a:m/mt propm:y is an rdfBag, uhich a:»2!ains in.starn!s of the c/asses
tdu:lrnq;J!, «iu.. Text and «iu.. :YJlution

Let's click on the bullet next to the node of the dass mu:Text to reveal the statements inside. We
can now see that the mu: Text-instance included in this math exercise has a desaiption "Withthree
statements. One of the statements uses the aiLa:n.tmt-property. The value of this property is the
actual exerdse text. We have also given the exerdse text do::JfJ:llor and dabJe statements which
mayor may not match the corresponding statements about the math exerdse. This demonstrates
the various levels of granularity we can achieve in the descriptions.

@ G±:l Content
® ~ rdf:Bag

o lEd {edu:lmage}

® @§j {~~~U:i[@~}ii
D Author/Creator

D Date
D Content

edu:Solution}

Figun!28: TheBag uhich uns tlX!m1ue of the «iu.'W'1lmt propm:y c01fains thn:eobjrts. We hal.e
dicmJ an the objrt of class Wu' Text. Ibis text objrt cadd I:x?a jXlrt of othermath e:xercise:; as
udl.

Editing an RDF da:urrn1l

The RDF client gives the user the ability to edit any RDF document. This functionality can
be used as a basis for creating an RDF metadata authoring too1. The newly edited value is
immediately stored in the internal RDF data mode!.
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@ ~ rdf:8ag
o [2j {edu:lmage}
@ Gi2'J i~<(jg;[?Xm

D ,A,uUlor!Creator
D Date
D Content
edu:Solution

Eke
1998-11-17
A small pigeon Tlies aeross ...

Figum 29: The dc:crmtor jJrCpJrfy has ban sele:.:tedfor aiiting. The U9?rfmishes aiiting Qy j»r?SSing
mturn. The cIxufJ3 is immaiiately J»V1:afJJ1ai to the intemal RD F dala makl.

If we chnnge the d:aa::dor to "Dag Ekenben", the chnnge can be checked in RDF data made!
by viewing the source as shown in the next paragraph.

View Soun:e

In web brovvsersyou can select the menu item View Scwce 10 see the HTML-markup for the
currently loaded web page. In RdfClient you can select S,oux:e from the yiew-menu. TIlls shows
the XML serialization of the currently loaded RDF data made! in a separate window. You can
also right-dick on anynade and select VieuJ:xux:efion!x?:rein the popup menu that appears:

Figum 30: Whm the u:er right-dicks on a na:.:ka jXJ{UfJ wind:w CljJfXWS. Sekrting "View Soun::e
frcm hero" 0{mS a wi:nt:kwwith t te XM L serialization if the anrent na:.:kand all ils chi1dlm.

In our example, we chnnged the value of the d:.omtor property in Oill instance of ed/: Text to
"Dag Ekenben". As we might expect, the chnnge is properly propagated to the RDF data model:
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<edu:Te){t dc:creator="Dag Ekenben" dc:date="1998-11-17" edu:cont

Figure 31: The mlueofthe dc.-creatorprcfX!fty /:;asl:x:encJx1rw1 to "Deg Ekentm". Cool stuff.

Schm1a SupjX»1

The RdfClient Irifårrmtio7. window shows the infonnation from the RDF schemas associated
with each property or dass. This infonnation is provided to help the user interpret or edit the
instance values:

Figure 32: The w:er has ,<;e!a:::taithe dc.'Cl1Xltorp1qXJrty. The "Irifonnation" uinr.b.v sl:mvs the defrnition
if dc.cre:wr fmn the Dubltn Gbre fd:xma. Thefidl text can Ix viet.a3d l!Y using the !DDIltar.

5.3.2. INSIDE RDFCLIENT

First a short SUIIUTJaIyfor those who already know a lot about XML and Java. In the
following sections we will describe the process in more detail for the rest of us.

S'UJ11fml)J. When RdfClimi reads an RDF dorument it is ftrst processed as an XML document.
The IBM XMLforJava [XML4J]parser does this and creates a DOM16 tree. This tree is processed
by the RDF parser, also from IBM [RDF4XMLJ. The RDF parser builds the RDF data model in
memory with Java objects. The RDF parsers data objects are wrapped up in dasses that comply

16 DOM - Document Object Model. A W3C AP! for a=ing data from a tree data structure [DOM].
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with the ]FC17 MutableTreeNode mode!. This mcans that the ROF data mcx:lcl is directly
browsable and modiflable by the ]FC Tree GUl componcnt.

Let's lake a simple example of an RDF dOCUlTlCl1tand see how it is handled step by step by
RdfGm. Figure 35 summari7..es this p=. Readers unfamiliarwith XML may want to read O.

1. The XM L pan:er rmds the RD F da:urrr?J11.

In this flfSt step the RO F dorument is read in the same way the XLVIL p;m;er would read any
XL\1Ldocument. 1bis RDF document is yet another fuvor of our now fumous math exercise:

<?~l version~~l.O·?~
~~d=:RDF xml~s:rdf~·h~~P:llwww.w3.o~g'=df-sy~~ax·

~~l~s:cd~~·h~~p://~·.e~eng~e~.com/rdf/schemas/edusc~~~a->
~lnS'åc=·http://purl.org/åc/elements/l.0·

<ed~:Ex~rcise about-·http://w~.e~eng=en.com/rdf/ma~~_cxercise.>
<dc:title>?~aeon and Email~/åc:title>
<:edu:contenc;'

<rc.~:Bag=--
<=df:li>

<edu:Text edu:co~te~t=·A small pigeon ~lies ac=oss the mexicanOorcer wi~h a ~loppycisk· dc:crea~ore·Da~ ~kengren·l>
</rcf:li>

</rå!: Bag>
</eåu: co::::.e:::.></eåu::':xc:-cise>

</rdf: RD,",.

The XL\1Lparser reads this in the same"l<\':3.Yil reads any XLVlLdocument. It doesn't recognize
any RDF-specific tags_ The XML parser buiIds a data sUUcture while parsing the document. This
strictly hierarchical data SUUcture is a DOM (Document Objcet ModeD tree:

Slruclure
B- RDF:RDF

EJ- D EDU:EXERCISE
C" ABOUT
: ~" DC:T1TLE

B- EDU;CONTENT
s-B RDF;BAG

€:J RDF:U
g-El J:t.lIlIl~:41

EDU:CONTENT A sr
DC:CREATOR Do;

FigWF! 33: 71Jis the DOM if atr RDF dtnom"U. The example drurmJ uas read i?Y iUicroiift:s-
XML TlOtEfnd- The XML nof<tUd d;e;n1 knal) aJn.a RDF and ~1 mal tte RDF
dtnmmJ Cl1!Y dtIJemll/y firm t1l!Y ctJ::er XM L do:.unV1J.

This tree can be navigated and manipulated by a standard APpB prop::lSOOby the W3C
[DOM]. 1bis navifPtion and manipulation is the RDF fXl=I"'s job.

l, jFC - Java Foundation Classes. GUl componem cllio;es downloa,bble from 5un Microsyslem's "Mb scrver
lmp.J JW\\w.sun.mm. JFC L. includcd inJava SDK 1.2 from un.

18 APt - Applicllion Pn::>gr.unrrrr's Jmcrfacc.
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2. The RDF pars?!"t~ the DOM trre

The RDF Parser has knowledge about the RDF-specific nades and their semantics. It builcls
the RDF data model in memory by traversing and parsing the DOM tree. The RDFforJava
parser from IBM builcls this data mode! with Java objects of various classes.

The class hierarchy used in the RDF parser is described in Appendix C. For our sample
document the following RDF data mode! is built:

Figute 34: The RDF data maiel wiltfir:m oor sample RDF cIa:un1mt. The !:mus ateJauA objrt
irIstaJ7ce'; if the name:i cIasses. The RDF dr::aurm1's 1'OOt nak is of class RDP. It contains one
RDFDescription irI.stanx (ckrribirg matJU!X1J1'cise).The RDFDescription irI.stanx is Jnrent for
ttw RDFProperty instan:J:5. The flrst instaru! (~irg to d::title) has a string mlue. The
otherprr:p?Yty instaru! (@i:CD1lent) has an RD F Ixig as mlue.

One of the design goals of RcffClimt Vv<lS to provide a Graphical User Interface that lets user
browse and edit RDF documents. The graphical representation of the RDF data model can be
done in many ways. The representation closest to the data mode! itself would be a GUl with
nodes and arcs. The disadvantage of this type of Gur is that layout and navigation can become
quite complex.

A tree view Vv<lS chosen for the following reasons:

• Ease of implementation.

• Most users are familiar with how to navigate the tree from previous use of tools such as
the Microsoft Windows Explorer.

• Ability to use standard Java tree view classes.
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3. The fFC Mutab!eTreeNrxJe C1asseswmp the RDF data rrrrkl c1asses

To make the RDF data modd bullt by the RDF parser editable by the]FC Tree component,
each object in the RDF data modd is wrapped up in a Java object of a dass that implenrnts the
MutahleTrmNak interface. The RdfClient softv.rareaccomplishes this task.

The R4fClient has an equivalent MutableTreeNode dass for each of the ROF data modd
c1assespresented in Appendix C. The user can manipulate each MutableTreeNode by using the
G UI. 'The changes are actually made direcdy to the ROF data model nodes acting as
MutableTreeNodes. There is no data redundancy and therefor no risk for inconsistencies.

The figure below sums up the data flow in Rd/Client when loading an RDF dorument. When
a docwnent is edited and saved, the data flows in the opposite direction.

RDF D<ta """'1
RDF Parser

I
XML Dom

XML Parser

XML document

Figure 35 Theinternat pnxessing do1e in the Rdfctient

The sample document looks like this in the TreeView of RctfClient:
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OF Oocument
~ Description of httP:IÄA.v."w.ekengren,comlrG~ ~:

i D Title j,~

i @ @!J Content !l~1
.." .-::4 rdf'Bag "0'0,w ~ -::i<~"

~ l1F1 ~~~t I
D Author/Creator ;l!j1!

f

Figum 36.· Our sample RDF ckxz.nmt has te2n UJ1l:Tf1Xrl in MutableTrwNoc/e; and tlxn lx1ndai to
the JFC Trw COf11jXJrl<t1t.

4. Dexriptions are11JJi:1f{Xd inJFC TableMcxlel

Wben the U93rclicks on a disYiptbn ol:jrt in the Trw canjXJ1'1(.nt,the RDF dt&:ription is wmJP3i
in a jam. ol:jrt that imp1emmts the TableModeI interfCII:E.This allrus the RD F descriptian to Ix!
dinrtly aliW 0' the ]FC Table Component. Plmse nfer to

Figure 29 where the TableViewis shawn "in action".

5. RDF ScIJm1as

One of the design goals of RrjfOienJ ~ to provide same support for the RDF Schema
proposition [RDFSCH], When RdfClimt loads an RDF document it looks at the namespaces
declared in the beginning of the document. Each schema is loaded from the URLs provided in
the declarations. The XML and RDF parser parses the schemas (which are themselves RDF
documents) independently from each other and from the main RDF document. They are used
for schema lookups only and are therefor not shown to the user in the Tree component.

When the user clicks on a node in the TreeView (which represents the RDF document and
not the associated schemas), the RdfClimt searches the schema associated with that node. It
displays any schema information it can find about the node in the IYfl&rmtiaz frame. The RdjClimt
currently recognizes the following parts of RDF Schema [RDFSCH]:

• The Class of a resource

• If that dass is a Sulxbss of another dass.

• amrrmts about properties and classes

• Labels for properties

• The RaJwand Ibrain for properties.
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The range of a property is the allowed class of the RDF value of that property. The domain
is the cJassof the objects that the property can be applied to.

5.3.3. DIFFERENT VIEWS OF DATA

RdJClimt presents the data in away that is veIY elose to the XML serialization of the RDF
data model. The same RDF data can be displayed in any way the application designer wants. The
data can also be presented in different ways and with different levels of detail depending ffi who
the user is.

In our RDF example with math exercises we could present the teacher with a full view of the
exercises and their solutions. The teacher picks the exercises he fmds interesting and puts
tagether a collection of exercises for the semester.

When the students are presented with the math exercises they see a friendly user interfaa:
with less information (and probablywith the solutions removed).

5.3.4. SUMMARY

In this chapter we have showed the complete RDF data model and Schema for our case
study math exerdse. We have showed how RDF descriptions should be implemented on the
Multimedia Broker. The irnplementation, which is veIYweil integrated in the Multimedia Broker,
is based on the Broker's internal XML dorument format in combination with XML Stylesheets.
We have showed how RDF can be implemented on servers that support server-side scripting
Ianguages such as VBScript or ]avaScript. This chapter introduced the RdfClient software, which
can be used to browse RDF documents on any computer and opera ting system. In the design of
the RdfClient we chose to present the RDF docurnents in a Tree GUl component, which proved
to be a presentation that worked well with our math exercise case study.
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6. FUTURE WORK

The RdfClient, although a nice piece of software, may not be the typical RDF consumer in
the future. It is veI)' much tied to the RDF data mode! and its XML serializltion. 1his is gcxxl for
instructional purposes, but the end user may not be that interested in the intemal workings of
RDF.

If the RDF consumer were a machine, it would want another interface than the Graphical
User Interface that Rt:!fOimt provides. Clearly there is a need for more specialized consumers of
RD F data. In this section we will outline some ideas on RDF consumers.

6.1. INDEX SERVERS

One of the more obvious RDF consumers is providers of search engines like AltaVista
Lycos, Excite and Webcrawler. Web servers inline RDF metadata information in HTML
documents and this metadata is used by the search spiders vvhen indexing the documents. 1his
takes us back to the example discussed in the Introduetian vvhen we tried to fmd web documents
auJlXJ1e:i l!); William Shakespeare. One of the major objects of describing resources is of course to
enable Res:u1r.E Disne:ry.

Web
Server

Web documenls
with

inlined RDF
metadata

\

Web
Server

Web Server

Search
Engine

Web Server

User

Figure 3 7: A bright future with RDF data 9JWrE

Metadata expressed in RDF or in other formats may be the next big thing for the web. The
potential is enormous. Think about the web as a massive resource of information, with the data
classified according to a few well-known schemas, where the users can fmd exctiy the
information they require. The web would no longer be the libraI)' "with all the books on the
floor" .

6.2. RDF AWARE WEB BROWSERS

Another RDF consumer could be the web browser. W'hen visiting a web site the browser can
download an RDF description of the site with any leve! of granularity. 1his description can be
used to provide better ways to navigate the site from the browser. The browser can search the
RDF description of the site locally and minimize the number of roundtrips required to the web
site.
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lbe Mozillal9 web browser has RDF functionality built in. The currently recognized RDF
fonnat does not conform to recommendations from W3C. 'This is likely to change in later
releases and in Netscape Communicator 5.0. RDF V\illbe the data format of choke for all the
Mozilla storage needs[MOZl]. It V\illbe used to store bookmarks, history lists, site maps, address
books etc. nus emphasizes the fact that RDF is a transportable data structure suitable for any
data, not just metadata.

Currently, Netscape Communicator 4.5 sencls back RDF data to Netscape's servers to track
the users movements on the net. The infonnation is used to provide users infonnation in the
"what's related" menu. The browser let's the user know about web sites that are related to the
one currently viewed.

The Netscape "what's related" system is currently in full use and Netscape serves over 2
million requests in RDF every day.20

6.3. SOFTWARE AGENTS

A domain with great need for metadata descriptions is that of "Software Agents". A
desaiption of Software Agents and their use is definitely beyond the scope of this paper. Let me
just point out that the agents need to be able to present themselves and their objectives. Other
agents must understand this presentation, i.e. there is need for machine-readable metadata. This
is a domain in which RDF may be useful. Software Agents from different vendors can agree
upon using one or more well-known schemas they both know about.

SICS (Swedish Institute of Camputer Science) has research on Software Agents. As part of
my thesis I visited SICS and discussed metadata in this domain. SICS has developed a lisp-like
metadata instance and schema language of their own. There is clearly a need to be able to present
agents in a fonnat that is more widely used, such as RDPI.

6.4. EXISTING DOCUMENT ANALYSIS

Documents saved in popular office applications often contain some metadata. This metadata
is stored inside the document files, which often are of some proprietary binary document fonnat.
Microsoft Office applications let the user specify properties such as title, subject, author,
company and category. These properties can later be extracted and mappecl to Dublin Care
properties such as dc:title, dc:subject, dc:creator, dc:publisher and dc:category. 1bis extraction
can be done "on the fly" by a web server coII'1pJnentwhen RDF metadata for the document is
requested by a client.

This means that a !arge number of existing documents already have some metadata
desaiption. It is just a matter of making this metadata accessible from the web using RDF.

19 Developers can download the source code from http://v.'\.v\v.mozilla.om. The Mozilla source code will be used for
Netscapc Communicator 5.0.

20 According to email, November 05, 1998, from Mr. R Gum., Netscape.

21 As an exercise, I and Nicklas Finne (SICS) translated SICS agent rretadata desaiptions to RDF and RDF Schema.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

In section 1.1 we defmed the objectives of this project: "We want to desaibe the prcxlucts
and services so outside metadata mnsumers can discover the prcxlucts and relationships between
prcxlucts. We also want to be able to describe and exp::>rtproducts and services to other
Multimedia Broker systems or similar systems from other vendors" . 1bis led us to look inta the
RDF and RDF Schema specifications. We wanted to use a schema that'WaS general enough to
bemme widely used on the web. The Dublin Care is a schema that fits that requirement.

In our math exercise data mcxlel we added the property, edtmnmt, to indicate the
relationships between the resources that mnstitute our math exercises. We wanted to restrict the
range of the edu:content property to resources of class «iuCJ:.ntmtOl:?frt or simple string values,
called literals. We realized that we had a problem here, because in RDF Schema strings are
considered to be of class 1tffs:Liteml and the RDF Schema specification allows only orerange for a
property. 1bis means that we would have to choose between having edu:ContentObject or
rdfs:Literal as range for the edu:mntent property. We solved this by not restricting the range of
edu:content property at all. A better solution perhaps would be to think of a string (or literal) as
class-less. 1bis would make strings possible values for all properties, regardless of their range.
Currently, this is not allowed for in the RDF Schema spedfication.

After working with RDF and RDF Schema we have come to the conclusian that RDF is
about expressing rWticwhip; between resources. It is not intended to express full database
models. 1be heterogeneous and distributed nature of the web makes relationships between
resources irrlf:ortant. What is the context of this resource? What other resources are related to
this resource, and in what ways? How can the related resources be retrieved? RDF's ability to
express relationships between resources is more powerful than the hypertext linking facility in
HTML, because in RDF we have the power to express wl;ythe resources are linked. 1bis can be
done in away that is "machine-understandable" .

1be emphasis on relationships is reflected by the RDF Schema specification where focus is
set on properties (which express relationships between resources) rather than on the resources
(or classes of resources) themselves. In RDF Schema, the classes differ from classes in the
traditional "object oriented" world where we defme classes to have a certain set of properties. In
RDF Schema any mllnber of properties from any number of schemas can be used desaibe a
resource. Classes don't have a fixed set of properties The class hmvever defmes the resource's
te!atia1.<hip with other resources, because of the subclassing facility. Subclassing let's us build
taxonomies such us the ones used in libraries.

In mcxleling the math exercise example we realized that the RDF data model can be used to
model and transport any kind of data not just metadata. In the Mozilla web browser RDF is used
for all kinds of data, such as bookmarks, history lists and site maps.

When we implemented RDF on the Multimedia Broker m= successfully used an XSL
processor to convert the Broker's intemal XML data structures to RDF. Increasingly, XML is
used for transporting data between different components of web servers and this project has
shown that such intemal data can be mapped and converted to RDF using XML stylesheets.
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APPENDIX A. THE EXTENSIBLE MARKUP LANGUAGE

The ElI.'1ensibJeMarkup Language (XML) is a simplified version of SGML, specifically designed
\"\-iththe World Wide Web in mind. An XML document is also an GML document. XML has
brought \vith it a number of other standards (or propJ&d standards), e.g. XLink (XML Linkirg
Larg~) and XSL (XlwL Styleim Lmgqp).

X.\ilLdiffers from HTML in that it doesn't mix a:nvlfwith C(:pxQUJre.

WHY XML? WHY NOT JUST HTML OR SGML?

It's all the ~, im't it? No, not quite. XML is a simpler version of SGML. It omits the more
complex and less-used partS of SGML in return for thc benefits of being easier to \"\-nte
applicnions, casier to understand, and more suited to delivery and interoperability over the \"\-'eb
[XlvILFAQJ.

With both X.V1Land SGML you cm use DTD to defme your cmTI rnarl.up langua~,'e. HTML is
just one of those markup languages possible to defme \\ith XMLlSGML. In fuet, in the specs for
HTML 4.0 [HTML] an HTML document is defmed as:

An HTML dOCUITlL't1tis an SGML dorument that meets the constraints of this
s~-cifiOltion (HTML 4.0 ~"C:i)

XlvlL or Extensible Ivlarlmp Language has really taken off \"\-ith major sofuvare vendors
suppolting il. TI1C media hype has resulted in a !arge number of documents about XML on
\\lWW. We will look at XlViL as it is the preferred way to lram,pon RDF Fel! Hittar inte
referenskälla..

XML allows people to create their own marlmp languages. tallor made for the particular needs of
a particular community. One ex<unple of such a marl.:up language i51HathML, whid1 can express
advanced mathematica1 formuIas. Other markup languages can be devdoped, e.g. one for
chemica1 formulas and another for musical scorcs.

XL\1Lis not concemed \"\-ithhow these documents should re dispIayed. It's up to the applications
that read the documents to decide what to do \"\-ith them. A document describing music (a
"MusicML" dOCllt"OCt1t)may be JiayLI, rather than dio:pIqJed, by the application

If wc return to our exarnple on searching the W\'v\V for irtfonnation on books umJJm 0/ WinSla1.
Churchill we realize the beneflts of XML. Wt: couId invent a markup language for desaibing
documenl.S :IDJut books. Pan of a docum:::nt couId look as follows:

"':000:-<:>
<citle>Libe=alis~ ~~d the Social ?roDl~~</cicle>
<a~~hor~wins~o~c~u~c~il1</au~ho~>
<publisher>Hoooer & S~oughcon</publisher>
<co~~ent>This ea=ly speech collection of the fighting ~acical{·a traito~ to his

class·) is now ex~~~~ely scarce ~nd ma~y prediet it will SOdr in value over ene
nex~ decade.</co~~Qr.~>
</book>
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An "intelligent" search engine could immediately condude that this document is relevant for our
quel}'. Of course, for this to be useful we need to standardize how documents (and other
resources) should be described, and that's where RDF and sdxm:1s come inta play.

XML DOCUMENTS

The XML specification defmes a class of data objects called XM L cia:urrr:nts. Each XML
document has both a logical and a physical structure. PhystrdJy the document is coII1fX>sedof
units called mtitiEs. An entity may refer to other entities to cause their indusion in the document.
A document begins in a "roat" or document entity. Lcgically, the document is coII1fX>sedof
declarations, elements, comments, character references, and processing instructions, all of which
are indicated in the document by explidt markup [XML].

This is an example of a complete XLVIL document:

<?xrnl version=Hl.O"?>
<story>The rabbit used to hang out in bars</story>

The first line is an example of a Ltcurrmt 1jf:e Dabmtrn. The document type dedaration
isn't mandatol}'. This is also a complete XML document:

<story>The rabbit used to hang out in bars</story>

DOCUMENT TYPE DEFINITION - DTD

The XML document type declaration contains or points to markup dedarations that provide a
grammar for a dass of documents. This grammar is known as a Dcwrrm11jf:e Difinition (DTD).
The document type declaration can point to an extemal subset containing markup declarations,
or can contain the markup declarations directly in an internal subset, or can do both. The DTD
for a document consists ofboth subset."taken tagether [XML].

The DTD defmes constraints on the logical structure of the document. The following document
has an extemal DTD that defines it syntax:

<?xml version="l.O"?>
<!DOCTYPE story SYSTEM "standard_story.dtd">
<story>The rabbit used to hang out in bars</story>

The DTD could look like this:

<!DOCTYPE standard_story.dtd
<!ELEMENT story (#PCDATA»
>

For further information on XML and DTD please refer to W3Cs specification [XML].

WELL-FORMED vs. VALID XML

There are essentially two related types of XML documents: Wril-Forrrni and Valid. A well-formed
XML document conforms to the general rules of XML syntax, which are more rigorous than
those of either HTML or SGML. XML character data is never left an ending markup designation
of some sort, either an end tag such as in the element <story> </ story> or a special empty
element tag with a fOIWards1ashbefore the right-angle bracket, such as <story I>. [CNETl]
[XMLFAQ]

Valid XML documents are ones that conform to a sped[ic DTD. Confirming the validity of
XML documents is largely the work of authoring and publishing toois, whereas XML-cap1ble
browsers need only check for well-formeclness in order to read XML documents. [CNETl]
[XMLFAQ]
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XML NAMESPACES

Although XML narn:E{Xf:E Specs [XMLNSP] is still a working draft, the nation of namespaces is
fundamental to implementing RDF on top of XML.

XML namespaces provide a simple method for qualifying names used in XML documents by
associating them with namespaces identified by URI. Namespaces provide universal names,
whose scope extends beyond their containing document. The combination of the universally
managed URI namespace and the local name produces names that are guaranteed universally
unique [XMLNSP].

Here is an example of an XML namespace in use:

<?xml:version~"1.0"?>
<books xmlns="http://books.com/schernas/"

xrnlns:de="http://ekengren.com/schemas">
<Title>Liberalisrn and the Social Problem</Title>
<Author>Winston Churchill<Author>
<de:Rating>In~eresting</de:Rating>

</books>

XML namespaces allows us to combine elements and attributes whose semantics (schemas) are
defmed by different authorities. In this example an XML processor can look up the semantics for
the de prefix and fmd out that the possible ratings are 1) interesting 2) cool or 3) aazy. It is up to
the processor or application to decide what to do with this information.

The example declares books as the default namespace. This means that title and aLfu- will be
resolved as b:XJks:tit1e and l:xxJks:auth:Jr.

Currently there is no standard way for RDF processors to read and process such schemas.
Document Object Mode!

The Dnirrmt Otjxt Mak! (DOM) specification defmes a platform- and language-neutral interface
that will allow programs and scripts to dynarnically access and update the content, strudUre and
style of documents [DOM].

The DOM applies both to HTML and XML documents to provide a single document metaphor.
Browser vendors such as Microsoft [MSDOM] and Netscape have deve!oped proprietary
documents models which has cal1.W problems for site bOOderswho \VaIlttheir content to work
on both platforms. A more formal description of the DOM for XML, check out W3C
[DOMXML]

The DOM lets you bOOd a document in memory with a number of methods. For a simple
example of this, take a look in Appendix xx.

XML STYLESHEETS - XSL

XML documents don't specify how they are to be displayed. That is the role of the Extensible
Stylei:m ~ (XSL). The W3C has issued a working draft for the XSL requirements. As
usual the working draft is subject to change [XSL].

How are stylesheets used? The simplest application is to feed an XML document and an XSL
stylesheet inta an XSL processor. The processor produces a displayable document in a format
determined by the rules in the stylesheet:
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XML Document

XSL Processor

Displayable
Document in, e.g.

HTML, RTF, or
Postscript

Fp 38: XSL prrxessingpro::lucirg HTM L, RDF or PosNYipt

You can make web browsers capable of reading an XML document an XSL stylesheet in the
same way rurrent browsers read and display HTML daruments. The beauty of the XML/XSL
approach is that a dOClUllent'sa::nk:J1t is separated from its af1E?Jr.ln:.13.

A gcxxl introduetian to XSL and the Microsoft XSL processor can be found in
[XSLTUTOR]. For an exa.mple of what an XSL Stylesheet mighr look like, rake a look in
Appendix B. Nate that the XSL Stylesheet is expressed in XML and is in fact an XML dOClUllent.
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.---------- ...------.-- .....------ ----------------_._.~_..~~---
APPENDIX B. THE XML TO RDF STYLESHEETS

This section provides examples of XSL stylesheets that convert the intemal XML fonnat
used in the Multimedia Broker to RDF. Similar stylesheets can be created to genera te RDF from
other platforms that use XML.

The following is an example of the internal XMi generated in the Multimedia Broker by a
database quel)'. It represents a math exercise.

<ROW>
<CATTR1BUTE 1NTERNAL1D~"124" DT~"4" SQLDT~"4" SQLPREC="10"

1SNULL="false">3</CATTR1BUTE>
<CATTR1BUTE 1D="9001" NAME="Uppgift.Presentation' ENT1TY="Uppgift"
ATTR1BUTE='Presentation' DT="lD' SQLDT="12" SQLPREC="255"

1SNULL="false'>127.0.D.1/VNDatabaser/Edu/VNContentServer.asp?1NFOPROD_1D=19&a
mp;Prod1d= 3</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1D='199" NAME="Uppgift.Namn' ENT1TY="Uppgift" ATTR1BUTE="Namn' DT="lD'
SQLDT="12' SQLPREC="5D' 1SNULL="false">Prob1em exercise: Problem 2</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTRIBUTE 1D="190" NAME="Uppgift.Uppgift" ENT1TY="Uppgift" ATTR1BUTE= "Uppgi ft "
DT="10" SQLDT~"12" SQLPREC="255" 1SNULL="fa1se">

<A HREF =
''http://127 .O.D.l/VNDatabaser /Edu/VNConcem:Server. asp?1NFOPROD_1D=19&amp; Prod
1d= 3">Prob1em exercise: Problem 2</A>

</CATTR1BUTE>
<CATTR1BUTE 1D='176" NAME="Uppgift.Skapad" ENT1TY='Uppgift" ATTR1BUTE='Skapad"

DT="lD" SQLDT=" 12" SQLPREC="50' 1SNULL="false">1998-12-09</CATTR1BUTE>
<CATTR1BUTE 1D='105" Na~E="Uppgift.Uppgift_1d" ENT1TY="Uppgift'

ATTR1BUTE~"Uppgift_1d" DT='4" SQLDT="4" SQLPE<.EC="10"
1SNULL='false">3</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1D="106" NAME='Uppgift.Upphovsman" ENT1TY= 'Uppgift "
ATTR1BUTE= "Upphovsman , DT='10" SQLDT=' 12 " SQL?REC="255" 1SNULL="false">Peter
Rosengren</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1NTERNAL1D=" 134 " DT="4" SQLDT="4" SQLPREC="10'
1SNULL='false">7</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1D="175" NAME="Sv&aring;righetsgrad.Grad"
ENT1TY~'Sv&aring;righetsgrad" ATTRIBUTE='Grad" DT="lD" SQLDT=" 12 " SQLPREC=" 50"
1SNULL="false'>Middle</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1NTERNAL1D="140' DT="4" SQLDT='4" SQLPREC='10'
ISNULL="false">6</CATTR13UTE>

<CATTR1BUTE ID="126" NAME="Moment.Beskrivning" ENT1TY='Moment"
ATTR1BUTE='Beskrivning" DT='10" SQLDT="12" SQLPREC="255"
1SNULL='True">NULL</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE ID="125" NAME="Moment.Namn" Ll\JT1TY="Moment' ATTR1BUTE="Namn" DT="10"
SQLDT~"12" SQLPREC="255" 1SNULL="false">Fractions and potency</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1NTERNAL1D="135" DT="4" SQLDT="4" SQLPREC="10"
1SNULL='false'>l</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1D="123" NAME="Kategori.Namn" ENT1TY="Kategori" ATTRIBUTE='Nam.'""l"
DT="lD' SQLDT='12" SQLPREC="50" 1SNULL='false'>Tr&auml;na
probleml&ouml;sning</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTRIBUTE 1D=" 195" NAME="Kategori. Beskrivning" ENT1TY=" Kategori"
ATTR1BUTE="Beskrivning" DT="10" SQLDT="12" SQLPREC="255"
1SNULL="True">NULL</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1NTERNAL1D='139" DT="4" SQLDT="4" SQLPREC='lD"
1SNULL="false'>4</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1D="194" NAME="F&ouml;rkunskapskrav.Beskrivning'
ENTITY="F&ouml;rkunskapskrav" ATTR1BUTE="Beskrivning" DT="10" SQLDT="12"
SQLPREC="255" 1SNULL="True">NULL</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1D="193" NAME="F&ouml;rkunskapskrav.Namn"
ENT1TY="F&ouml;rkunskapskrav" ATTR1BUTE="Namn" DT="10" SQLDT='12" SQLPREC="50'
1S~~LL="false">The four ways of counting</CATTRIBUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1NTERNAL1D="136" DT="4" SQLDT="4" SQLPREC="10"
1SNULL="false'>2</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1D="122" NAME="Bild.Upphovsman' ENT1TY="Bild" ATTR1BUTE="Upphovsman"
DT="lD' SQLDT="12" SQLPREC="255" 1SNULL="fa1se">Yngve Pavasson</CATTRIBUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1D="121" NAME="Bi1d.Bildtyp" 2NT1TY="Bild" ATTR1BUTE="Bi1dtyp' DT="10"
SQLDT='12" SQLPREC="255' 1SNULL="fa1se">G1F</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE ID="192" NAME="Bild.Namn" ENT1TY='Bild" ATTR1BUTE= "Namn , DT="lD'
SQLDT='12" SQLPREC="255'
ISNULL="false'>D:&Oum1;1netpub&Ouml;wwwroot&Ouml;VNDatabaser&Ouml;Edu&Ouml;Bl
ob&Ouml;0331-31.gif</CATTR1BUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE INTERNAL1D="128" DT='4" SQLDT="4' SQLPREC='lD"
1SNULL="false'>2</CATTRIBUTE>

<CATTR1BUTE 1D="108" NAME="Uppgiftstext.Text" ENT1TY="Uppgiftstext"
ATTR1BUTE="Text" DT='10' SQLDT="65535' SQLPREC="1073741824' 1SNULL='false'>A

rop e is 120 cm. The rope is to be cut into two parts.<BR/>One of the parts shall
be twice as long as the other.<BR/>State the lenghts of the two
parts.</CATTR1BUTE>
<CATTR1BUTE 1NTERNALID='138" DT='4' SQLDT="4' SQLPREC="10"
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ISNULL="false">2</CATTRIBUTE>
<CATTRIBUTE ID="196" NAME="L&ouml;sning.Text" ENTITY="L&ouml;sning"

ATTRIBUTE:="Text" DT="lO" SQLDT="12" SQLPREC="255 " ISNULL="false">120 80 +
40</CATTRIBUTE>

<CATT=<.IBUTE ID="189" NAME="L&ouml;sning.Korrnnentar" ENTITY="L&ouml;sning"
ATTRIBUTE=" Korrnnentar"DT="lO" SQLDT="12" SQLPREC="255"
ISI\'ULL="True">NULL<!CATTRIBUTE>

<CATTRIBUTE INTERNALID="137" DT="4" SQLDT="4" SQLPREC="lO"
ISI\'ULL="false">3<!CATTRIBUTE>

<CATTRIBUTE ID="173" NAME="Matematiktal.Tal" ENTITY="Matematiktal" ATTRIBUTE="Tal"
DT="lO" SQLDT="12" SQLPREC="255" ISNULL="True">NULL</CATT=<'IBUTE>

</ROW>

The XML doa.unent and the XSL stylesheet below are fed to the XSL processor. This
creates the RDF document.

<xsl>
<rule>

<root/>
<![CDATA[
]] >
<?~~l version="l.O"?>
<rdf>
<children/>
</rdf>

<!rule>

<!-- Don't display header -->
<rule>

<carget-element type="ROW" position="first-of-type"l>
<empty!>

</rule>

<rule>
<targec-element type= "CATTRIBUTE" >

<attribute name="ID" value="190"/>
</target-elemenc>
<select-elements>

<target-element type="A"!>
<!select-elements>

</rule>

<rule>
<target-element type="A"I>
<! [CDATA[

<edu: Exercise ID="]] ><eval>getAttribuce ('HREF' )</eval><! [CDATA [">
]] >

<!rule>

<rule>
<target-element type="ROW"!>

<![CDATA[
<!-- Instance of clas s edu:Exercise -->]]>

<select-elements>
<carget-element type= "CATTRIBUTE" >

<attribute name="ID' value="190'!>
</targec-element>

<!selecc-elements>

<! [CDATA[ <dc:title>]]>
<select-elements>

<target-element type= "CATTRIBUTE '>
<attribuce name="ID" value="199"!>

<!target-element>
<!select-elements>
<! [CDATA[</dc:title>
]] >

<! [CDATA[ <dc:creator>]]>
<select-elements>

<targec-element type="CATTRIBUTE">
<atcribute name="ID" value="106"!>

</target-element>
</select-elemencs>
<! [CDATA[<"</dc:creator>
]] >

<! [CDATA[ <dc:date>]]>
<select-elements>

<carget-element type= "CATTRIBUTE" >
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<attribute name='ID' value="176"/>
</target-elemen~>

</select-elements>
<! [CDATA[</dc:Dace>
]] >

<! [CDATA[ <dc:relation rdf:resource='xxx"/>
J]>

<! [CDATA[ <edu:id>]J>
<select-elements>

<carget-element type= "CATTRIBUTE" >
<attribute name="ID" value="lOS"/>

</target-elemenc>
</select-elements>
<1 [CDATA[</edu:id>
J] >

<! [CDATA[ <edu:level>]]>
<select-elements> <target-element type= "CATTRIBUTE" >

<attribute name="ID" value="17S"/>
</target-element>

</selec~-elements>
<! [CDATA[</edu:level>
]] >

<! [CDATA[ <edu:category>]]>
<select-elements>

<target-element type= "CATTRIBUTE '>
<attribute name="ID" value="123"/>

</target-element>
</select-elements>
<! [CDATA [</edu: category>
]] >

<! [CDATA[ <edu:subject>]]>
<select-elements>

<target-element type= "CATTRIBUTE '>
<attribut.e name="ID" value="12S"/>

</target-element>
</select-elements>
<! [CDATA[</edu:subject>
J] >

<! [CDATA[ <edu:prerequisites>]]>
<select-elements>

<targe~-element type="CATTRIBUTE" >
<attribute name="ID" value="193"/>

</target-element>
</selecc-elements>
<! [CDATA[</edu:prerequisites>
]] >

<! [CDATA[ <edu:cont.ent>
<rdf:Description>

<edu:text>]]>
<select-elements>

<target-element type= "CATTRIBUT:::">
<attribute name="ID" value="108"/>

</target-element>
</select-elements>
<! [CDATA[</edu:text>

<edu:image resource="]]>
<select-elements>

<~arget-element type="CATTRIBUTE" >
<attribute name="ID' value="192"/>

</target-element>
</select-elements>
<! [CDATA["/>

<edu:solution>]]>
<select-elements>

<target-element type= 'CATTRIBUTE ">
<att.ribute name="ID' value="196"/>

</target-element>
</select-elements>
<! [CDATA[</edu:solution>

</rdf:Description>
</edu:content>

]] >

<! [CDATA[</edu:Exercise>
] ]>

</rule>
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<rule>
<target-element type='RESULT'/>
<children/>

</rule>

<rule>
<targem-element type='QUERY"/>
<children/>

</rule>

</xsl>

The XSL processor produces the following output after processing the XML docwnent and
stylesheet above:

<rdf :RDF>
<edu:Exercise ID =

'http://127.0.0.l/VNDatabaser/Edu/VNContentServer.asp?INFOPROD_ID=19&Prodld= 3">
<dc:title>problem exercise: Problem 2</dc:title>
<dc:creator>Peter Rosengren<"</dc:creator>
<dc:date>199B-12-09</dc:date>
<dc:relation rdf:resoure e=

'http://127.0.0.1/VNDatabaser/Edu/VNContentServer.asp?INFOPROD_ID=19&ProdId= 33"/>
<edu:id>3</edu:id>
<edu:level>Middle</edu:level>
<edu:category>Tr&#22B;na Probleml&#246;sning</edu:eategory>
<edu:subject>Fractions and potency</edu:subjeet>
<edu:prerequisites>The four ways of eounting</edu:prerequisites>
<edu: cont.ell1:>

<rdf:Description>
<edu:Text>A rope is 120 cm. The rope is to be eut inta two parts. One of the

parts shall be twice as long as the other. State the lenghts of the two
parts.</edu:Text>

<edu:Image resouree
'D:&#246;Inetpub&#246;wwwroot&#246;~~atabaser&#246;Edu&#246;Blob&#246;D331-
31.gif" />

<edu:solur.ion>120 = BO + 40</edu:solution>
</rdf:Description>

</edu:content>
</edu:Exereise>

<rdf:RDF>
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APPENDIX C. THE RDFCLIENT SOFTWARE
_._------_ .•.._-----------_._._ ..._~-------------------------------

TIlls appendix provides same additional information aoout the RdfClient software that was
developed as a part of this project.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

• Java virtual Machine 1.2 or later

• IBM's XML4j (XML for Java) 1.1.4or later

• IBM's RDFforXML November 1998

THE RDFFORXML PARSER CLASSES

The main classes for building the RDF data mode! are:

c::J i RDFObject
RDF contalns--': (wtual basa p~----has value

L ~~~~~~_

,----------- ----------,

RDFContainer i
~ (virtualbase ~contains
l: class) n

cont1ains· rm nn: I
contains

L

RDFDescription contains RDFProperty

String hasvalue

RDFAltematives RDFSequence RDFBag

Figure 39- Tbe RDF par.;er's dass hieran:hy
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~-------------_·· __·_··~·__··_..·.._····__.. ..~u~_ _ - .. ._.__..v.~__ _.~__.._ _

APPENDIX D. SOFTWARE TOOLS

SIRPAC (W3C)

The SiRPAC homepage at W3C gives the foUowing introduction: "This program compiles
RDFIXM L documents into the 3-tuples of the corresponding RDF data model. The documents
can reside on loeal me system or at a URI on the Web. Also, the parser can be configured to
automatically fetch corresp:mding RDF schemas from the declared namespaces. lbis version is
suitable for embedded use as well as command line use. SiRPAC builds on top of the Simple API
to XML documents (SAX)."

Try it out at: http://vvv:.'W.w3.org/RDF 1Implementationsl SiRP ACI

XMLFORJAVA (IBM)

lEM offers a free mlicbting parser for XML written in 100% pure Java. Validating means that it
checks the XML document against the DTD and reparts any errors. Many other parsers rurrently
don't read the DTD.

The parser comes with full source code and may be downloaded from:

http://\VV,'W.alphaworks.ibmcom/ formula.nsf/toolpreview /7BC35F3 E4E69996A882565A 7
00035C56

RDFFORXML (IBM)

RDF for XML is an RDF processor written in Java for building, querying, and manipulating
RDF structures and reading and writing them in XML forms. The rurrent implementation
conforms to the wotking draft dated 10/8/98 of the RDF Syntax and Mode! wotking group of
the W3C.

A free download is available at:

http://WVVVv'.alphaworks.ibmcom/formula.nsf/alpharequirements/28EF AC36442FIAD888
2565E10059AE39# Install

INTERNET EXPLORER 5 (MICROSOFT)

The newest version of Internet Explorer (rurrently the second beta release) contains an XML
parser, an XSL processor and a DCD schema validator.

Microsoft will be happy to tell you more at hup:! Iwww-.microsoft.com

COMMUNICATOR 4.5 (NETSCAPE)

Communicator's "What's Related" feature send RDF descriptions back to Netscape's seners
to track users movements on the net.

http://Vo'Vvw.netscaoe.com

XML STYLER (ARBORTEXT)

XML Styler is a tool for creating XSL stylesheets. It can be freely downloaded from
http://\VV,'W.arbortext.com/xmlstyler/index.htm.

1
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